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A Wittner tuning fork for the note A = 440 Hz. This is the standard concert pitch, which is used as the tuning
note by orchestras. The graphic translation produced by the pure tone is an oscillating sine wave.
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A notation marking a rehearsal section. In musical scores, a rehearsal letter is placed at measures
where there is a significant change, for example a new theme, a change in dynamics, introduction of
new instruments or a section where the conductor prefers to restart in rehearsal. The sections in my
book follow this same framework. Each section investigates and rehearses a persistent idea, interest,
and curiosity. Ideas from each section carry over to the next creating a sequence of experiences and
syncopation of attitudes.

Rehearsal Section A
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First
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Abstract

Design Syncopations is an inquiry into space and intervention.
Central to this work, is the orchestration of scenarios to prompt
visual, auditory, and physical engagement. My background as
a musician strongly informs this practice as I borrow from and
disassemble musical structures—time, rhythm, composition,
and counterpoint. Through designed prompts and invitations, I
incorporate musical themes of chance and improvisation, setting
up programs, altering spaces, and interrupting existing conditions. Working at the intersection of sound and design allows
me to conduct audience-led musical performances, reprogram
gallery spaces, and collaborate with artists and musicians. The
ensemble of works adds up to a sequence of experiences and
syncopation of attitudes.
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Terms and Methods

Accessibility
The quality of being able to be
encountered.
Collaboration
The act of jointly working with others.
Collaboration in my design process
allows for exchange of dialogue
and ideas that make the design
process more enriching in producing
knowledge.
Composition
The action of putting things together;
formation or construction. A thing
composed of various elements. The act
of combining parts or elements to form
a whole.
Counterpoint
Also referred to as syncopation.
Counterpoint can be used to describe
any element that is juxtaposed and
contrasted with another. Counterpoint
can be used to create contrast and
bring out nuances.
Documentation
The capturing of the process that
becomes another design opportunity
for the designer to insert another level
of subjectivity for another public. The
work is the process and the process is
the work.
Experience
The dynamics created and witnessed
by the participants.
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Fermata
In music composition, fermata means
to hold or to prolong. When the
composer places the fermata symbol
above or below a note, rest or bar,
the performer is given the freedom to
break free of the time structure and
to take control of time based on their
own feeling or intuition. This opens up
a space for the performer or participant
to freely interpret and engage with the
piece on another level of subjectivity.
In my practice, I strive to also create a
space for my audience to take part in
the outcome of the work.
Invitation
A method to engage an audience in the
design process. A provocation.
Music
According to John Cage, is simply just
organized sound. Classically trained
as a musician, I intuitively approach
my graphic design practice applying
methods of composition, performance,
counterplay, notation, et al. I would
not simplify my practice to sound per
se, but rather describe my work as
applying musical frameworks to design
spaces for dialogue and experiences.
Participant
Person who takes part in the design
process and influences the end result.
Program
I like to use this term interchangeably
with programme,” the term and spelling
used in musical contexts (i.e. concert
programme, programme notes). A
concert programme is a selection and
ordering of pieces to be performed
for a public. Its purpose is always for
a public.

Design Syncopations

Rehearsal
A rehearsal refers to a session
of exercise or practice, usually
private, in preparation for a public
performance. In my design practice,
I treat a rehearsal as something that
is open and for a public where the
final performance is a rehearsal, but
just with an audience. This definition
gives me a space to test my ideas,
treating spaces as building sites.
Score
A series of “notes” that allow
anyone to perform the work. A score
can liberate the design process
and allows for unexpected chance
encounters.
A score
as direction,
as counterplay,
as provocation,
as intervention,
as a starting point.
Syncopation
In music, syncopation means
not following the standard beat
(synonym for “unconventional” or
“unusual") or the off-beat as opposed
to the on-beat. What fascinates me
about syncopation is its potential
to create a variety of unexpected
rhythms. It becomes a disturbance
or interruption of the regular flow of
rhythm or a placement of rhythmic
stresses where it normally wouldn’t
occur. It not only anticipates or pulls
toward the on-beat, but also resists
it, adding interest and excitement to
unexpected places.

You Are

Holding A
I started learning my first instrument,
the piano, at the age of five. ››

Its role was quite simple; it kept the
tempo (speed/beats per minute).

The space between the swing
and the click was where the
off-beat occurred.

It is the placement of a strong beat
or accent on either a weak beat
or off-beat, adding interest and
excitement to a composition
in unexpected ways.

This book is a mechanical
metronome.

embracing and resisting spaces,
sound, and experiences.

The exposed edges of the book
act as sound samples inviting you

Mechanical

Each practice session would begin
with setting my mechanical metronome.

The audible clicks and visual movement of
the pendulum let me know if I was playing
on or off the beat.

This disturbance or interruption
of the regular flow of rhythm is
called syncopation.

Syncopation both anticipates and
resists the on-beat.

A time keeper, a beat resistor, a catalog
of syncopated experiments—

Moving along the vertical notches on the
metronome (as indicated by the book’s
stitch binding), the tempo shifts.

to look, listen, and feel with me.

Metronome

Design Syncopations

Essay

Syncopation involves a rhythm that
disturbs our perception of time as
a regular flow, producing the feeling
that time may be coming out of joint.1

Catalog card of Sergei Rachmaninoff’s Piano Concerto No. 2, Op. 18 in C Minor
found at the Seattle Public Library.

Anri Sala
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The pianist tolls with a series of bell-like chords to moderately build
up anticipation. Waiting for eight measures the conductor lifts her
hands to signal the orchestra. The strings and clarinet respond with
the first theme, an energetic wave of notes with the bows swaying in
unison. Approaching a climactic moment, the orchestra gently steps
aside while the pianist takes the spotlight with a grand melody. It’s
a perfectly calculated opening.
Meanwhile, the cellos prep the beat and enter with a swelling
melody that floods the space. This heavy Russian melody demands
a passionate dialogue between piano and orchestra. Momentum
builds again as the pianist tiptoes through a series of accelerating
arpeggios and the violins tremolo to a point of rupture. The flow
is pleasantly tapered with the calming oboe. It’s similar to that
moment when the elevator arrives at the designated floor. In that
moment of suspension, you wait and then the doors open. This time
the pianist takes us by surprise as he indulges in a romantic melody,
yet still keeps us on our toes as he weaves in-and-out of syncopation.
The cellos respond to the call.
Although the audience assumes the pianist is the star soloist, his role
throughout this movement is actually more often that of ensemble
player, accompanist, or even member of the orchestra. The relationship between piano, orchestra, and conductor throughout runs
counter to the assumed hierarchy, stealthily marking this as one of
Rachmaninoff’s subtlest and most tightly composed movements.
1
Anri Sala, “Muse: Syncopation,” Art in America,
April 1, 2016, accessed May 3, 2016, http://www.
artinamericamagazine.com/news-features/magazine/
muse-syncopation.

Essay

As a designer who also embraces her identity as a musician, music
offers me a framework for my transdisciplinary practice. In Alex
Coles’ book, The Transdisciplinary Studio, he identifies the term
‘transdisciplinary studio’ as a model that deliberately crosses the
boundaries between disciplines. Today, artists and designers are
defined not by their discipline, but by the fluidity with which their
practices move between the spaces they inhabit. Unlike interdisciplinary, which combines different disciplines or multidisciplinary
which adopts different disciplines simultaneously, transdisciplinary is
“a space that is at once between, across, and beyond all disciplines.” 2
By borrowing from music, whether it be semantics, frameworks or
systems, I insert these into my design practice to expand the scope of
experience and create new ways of knowledge production.
As a transdisciplinary designer, I am drawn to the idea of
designer as a site builder (site as in place not web). If the design
is a building site for the production of form and spaces, I can allow
for a process that becomes an open construction, built or altered,
where materials and ideas are put to the test, and parts and pieces from various sources are composed together in exchange with
collaborators. In the process of production, decisions are made or
re-evaluated; new questions are asked, and space is left for improvisation. In the production of form and spaces, I operate on location
as a site builder.3 It’s been helpful for me to think about my role in
this way as I consider other design practices.
2
Alex Coles, The Transdisciplinary Studio (BerlinNew York: Sternberg Press, 2012), 50.
3
immous, “An Interview with Åbäke,” Dreamwifth
Studios LLC, last modified July 24, 2005, accessed
April 5, 2017, https://imomus.dreamwidth.org/115247.
html?style=site&thread=3624495. Åbäke, a Londonbased graphic design collective defines the term
building site. They are known for their new forms of
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presentation that arise from actively engaging across
multiple disciplines: “We have the feeling design,
art, teaching or research are not so different. It is an
interesting point to consider disciplines as building
sites which can be developed in parallel.”

Design Syncopations
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For me, music extends beyond the musical bar: it lives as much
in space as in time or on the page. In borrowing from musical structures I view music performance as a building site as well. My knowledge of music informs my work in various ways. From a technical
standpoint, my ability to read, compose and analyze music or sound
informs how I approach visual form-making. I draw on counterpoints
to silence between spaces and behaviors to reimagine the relationship between what we see versus what we hear. In thinking about
music composition and the involvement of the various participants
necessary to activate a musical score, I also approach design as
composition, using methods of scoring or scripting to create experiences and interactions to construct spaces. During my time at RISD,
I intentionally pursued opportunities to extend my music knowledge
by collaborating with other artists and musicians, testing my design
methodology by process of bringing music, design, and collaborators
into conversation with one another.
My practice syncopates between sound and design— each
informing the other in different stages of constructing my
process and in fostering transdisciplinary collaborations. Design
Syncopations finds meaning in the relationship between spaces
and interventions where I change, alter or even interrupt a given
program to create a new interplay of activities through sound and
design. My ensemble of works adds up to a sequence of experiences
and syncopation of attitudes.
In my thesis book, the first section, Counterpoints to Silence,
explores my interest in visualizing music, methods for measuring
sound, the relationship between sight and sound, and drawing
attention to silence. Max Neuhaus, an American classical musician,
artist and pioneer of extending sound as an autonomous medium

4
Max Neuhaus, accessed March 10, 2017, http://
www.max-neuhaus.info.
5
“Hannah Chan-Hartley for TSO Visual Listening
Guides,” Classical NEXT Artists: Soloists and Ensembles,
Orchestras and Projects, accessed May 1, 2017,
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6
Hendrik Folkerts. “Keeping Score: Notation,
Embodiment, and Liveness,” South as a State Mind #7
[documenta 14 #2], 2016, accessed February 2, 2017,
http://www.documenta14.de/en/south/464_keeping_
score_notation_embodiment_and_liveness.
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A page from the Toronto Symphony Orchestra listening guide of Jean Sibelius’s Symphony No.
7 in C Major. Op. 105. ›› Pg. 56.

To Hear is to See video and sound installation. Visitors
listen using headphones.

into contemporary
art believes that “Our
perception of space
depends as much on
what we hear as what
we see.”4 I explore this
same idea in my work
To Hear is to See, a graphic system and installation for visualizing
and experiencing music. Interested in how an audience engages
with a piece of classical piano music, I designed a graphic system
that created a more visceral way for engaging with a piece of music.
Musical elements such as pitch, note value, dynamics, tempo and
emphasis are translated with this new graphic system. Three
contrasting piano pieces were translated and presented in the form
of videos as an installation where viewers were invited to listen
and watch each piano piece with a set of headphones. An example
of a music institution interested in creating new ways to educate
their audience and encourage engagement with the music during
concerts is the Toronto Symphony Orchestra. Dr. Hannah ChanHartley, musicologist and managing editor at the TSO, collaborated
with graphic designer Gareth Fowler to design “Visual Listening
Guides” to help engage and educate listeners about the music.5
The guide does not directly translate the musical score, but rather
functions like a map for key moments in the composition that call
out themes, instrumental parts, and the overall structure of the

Essay

piece. Most importantly, these
guides encourage the audience
to engage beyond just reading the performance program
notes and invite them to follow
along in real-time.
In the second section,
Design as Composition, I look
to the role of the composer,
the person who writes and
composes the score (or a set
of instructions if you will) for
the musician or participant to
interpret and enact. During the
Fluxus movement, artists such as John Cage, Kurt Schwitters, Yoko
Ono, and Cornelius Cardew break free from traditional score notation and push the device’s potential. The score essentially became a
generator of action or as John Cage described it “a representation of
action with a unique and unpredictable result.”6 Thus, the score was
the core material and starting point of any event or performance
and sometimes served as the documentation of a live enactment or
even was created by the performer (rather than composer), such as
in John Cage’s Fontana Mix. In Scoring Sounds Gestures in Space,
I invited gallery visitors and exhibitors to participate in an exhibition-based, live performance where exhibitors became performers
activating their work with sound, and the visitors became conductors arranging and scoring those sounds.
Through my experiments with sound and scores, I finally
consider design through the format of a rehearsal in the last section

Essay

Visitors attending an Eighth Blackbird open rehearsal
in the gallery space at the MCA Chicago.
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and performance to create connections between the art and space
as part of Intermission, the temporary rehousing of the Museum’s
European collection. The participants used objects that related
directly back to a set of paintings and drew upon sound to activate
the viewing experience. This intervention encouraged a closer reading and new method for interpreting
the art through
sound and performance—seeking
to make the visitor
play a more active
role in the gallery.
Gallery visitors performing in Entr'acte at the RISD Museum.

John Cage, Fontana Mix, 1958.

of the book, An Open
Rehearsal. However,
rather than treating a
rehearsal as a private
form of practice, I
look to expose the
process by making
it public. Design is something that can be endlessly rehearsed, and
the final performance is in many ways still a rehearsal, but with an
audience. In that spirit, I test my ideas with a public by exposing my
process through the format of an open rehearsal and performance.
An institution that tests the boundaries of sound, space, and
performance is The Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago who hosted Eighth Blackbird, an American contemporary music ensemble,
for their artist’s residency program. Interested in encouraging audience engagement and challenging the traditional artist’s residency
model of production and research, the MCA Chicago opened up a
gallery space for the ensemble to conduct their regular rehearsals. Museum visitors were encouraged to freely walk in and attend
an open rehearsal. The space fluidly operated as a rehearsal and
conversation room, allowing the ensemble to foster new relationships, a more engaged audience, as well as a platform for testing
new compositions. My work also
tests the boundaries between
institution, space, and audience. In Entr’acte, a visual and
sound intervention at the RISD
Museum, I invited visitors to
participate in an open rehearsal
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The horn signals
the second theme while the lower instruments murmur a brief
introduction to the soloist’s opening cadenza, which segues into
the staccato pulsing rhythm of the first theme. The sounds unfold
in a most gratifying way. The pianist ends with a triplet melody
punctuating the finale.
I set my viola down, take a deep breath, and turn the page for the
next movement.

Counter-

Rehearsal Section B

points
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to Silence
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A Sound Space

Note
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We’re passing through time and space.
Our ears are in excellent condition.1
John Cage

Music structures and sound conventions are disassembled
and reconstructed to inform the process of form-making.
Form becomes the composition for designing immersive
spaces, notation systems, and new meaning activating the
viewing and listening experience — to sharpen not only
the ears, but also the eyes.

1
John Cage, Silence: Lectures and Writings
by John Cage (Hanover, NH: Wesleyan University
Press, 1961), 49. John Cage’s writing has helped
me to think about the role of sound in my work
and how to view composition as process. If
music is simply organized sound, how can I apply
methods of composition to organize my design
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Counterpoints to Silence

methodology? Composition applied to graphic
design can go beyond just visually composing
on a page. For me, it can be a way to think
about spaces, programs, interactions, patterns,
behaviors, and simply sound.

To Hear is to See

A graphic system
for visualizing music

“Our perception of space depends as much on
what we hear as what we see.”2
Max Neuhaus

A measure of music from Two Arabesques No. 1 by Claude Debussy translated with this graphic system.

The notes appear in a sequence in sync with the music. Each sequence of notes makes a complete frame in the video, which is a
visual translation of a measure of music from the score.
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Work

To me, music is an inherently visual discipline.
When I play a piece of music or look at a music
score, I see patterns composed of structures,
notations, and positions. In To Hear is to See, I
investigated how a graphic system could reflect
this experience of listening to a piece of piano
music. This video and installation piece presents
graphic explorations of three contrasting
piano pieces that are translated using a set of
visual rules and relationships. It exists as multiscreen projections with accompanying videos
that the viewer can listen to with headphones.
A pamphlet with explanations of the graphic
system accompanied the viewing experiences.
The graphic system is designed by assigning
quantitative notations to musical characteristics
such as key signature, note value, tempo, and
dynamics from the score. Qualitative notations
are assigned to musical characteristics based on
existing performance recordings, which reflect a
more subjective and expressive interpretation by
the pianist. Each note is represented by a shape
and each complete video frame represents a
measure of music from the score. Notes appear
in the sequence in which they are played.

27

2      Neuhaus.

Double-sided pamphlet guide, 9 � 5 in. The front of the pamphlet explains the graphic system and the back contains every
frame of each video.

The translations of the three piano pieces
explore the relationship between hearing
and seeing. For example, Two Arabesques
No. 1 by Claude Debussy3 is smoother
and harmonious; Hungarian Rhapsody
No. 6 by Franz Liszt4 is bolder, more
assertive; and Three Piano Pieces, Op. 1,
No. 3 Bewegte by Arnold Schoenberg5
is dissonant and aggressive. This piece
encourages the viewer to become a
more active participant in the process of
listening to music. The visual and auditory
experience allows the viewer to notice
the nuances of music composition and
perhaps gain a new appreciation for
music through this visceral experience.
3      ClassicalScores.
“Debussy - Arabesque No.
1 (Ciccolini)”. Filmed
[September 2009].
YouTube video, 4:24. Posted
[September 2009]. https://
youtu.be/Yh36PaE-Pf0.
4      PhilipCaruso06. “Lang
Lang - Liszt Hungarian
Rhapsody No. 6”. Filmed
[July 2011]. YouTube
video, 7:33. Posted [March
2012]. https://youtu.
be/1DFDUN8Uth8.
5      Mitsuko Uchida - Topic.
“Schoenberg: Three Piano
Pieces, Op.11 (1909) - 3.
Bewegte Achtel”, released
January 1, 2001, YouTube
video, 2:49, posted January
21, 2015. https://youtu.be/
U0GSTa6MLls.
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Work: To Hear is to See
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Work: To Hear is to See

The graphic system based on tempo, emphasis, dynamics and key signature.

TEMPO

KEY SIGNATURE

The amount of space between the shapes

The key signature determines the frame background and the two foreground colors
based on the circle of fifths — a visual representation of the relationships among the 12
tones of the chromatic scale, their corresponding key signatures, and the associated
major and minor keys. The two foreground colors represent the dynamics.

Slower = more space between shapes

Faster = less space between shapes

EMPHASIS
The scale of the shape to indicate hierarchy between
harmony/melody, key notes, downbeats, etc.

Less emphasis = smaller shape

More emphasis = larger shape

DYNAMICS
The relationship between background and foreground color hue and value based
on the circle of fifths color wheel

Softer = less contrast to background
Louder = greater contrast to background
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The graphic system based on note value and an example of three measures of music translated visually.

Work: To Hear is to See

35

NOTE VALUE

A square represents stable,
solid, and bold notes

Width spanning horizontally

Shorter = narrower shape
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Whole

Dotted
Half

Half

Dotted
Quarter

Quarter

Dotted
Eighth

Dotted
1/16

1/16

Dotted
1/32

1/32

Example of 3 measures of music translated visually

Eighth

A circle represents
graceful,a warm,
and smooth notes

A triangle represents tense,
aggressive, and short notes

Longer = wider shape

A

B
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G
F
E
D
C
B
A
G

G

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Crescendo begins here and the colors of the shape gradually become
change from blue (soft dynamics) to red (loud dynamics)

F
E
D
C
A
G
F
E

E

F

G

A

B

C

These eighth notes are soft in dynamics. The
overlays of notes are by chance — determined
by pitch, dynamics, and emphasis

B

D

E

F

Larger notes indicate emphasis
on the melody or key notes

B C4 D
A
G
F
E
D
C
B
A
G

G

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

A

B C4 D

Notes are vertically center aligned
with the corresponding pitch
(C#, dotted quarter note, loud to soft)

F

F

Loud

E
D

D

Soft

B
G
F
PITCH

C

The key of E major, which has 4 sharps will have a
yellow background with 2 foreground colors red
(loud dynamics) and blue (soft dynamics).

C

D

E

Example of a measure of
music in the key of E major with
a crescendo mid-measure

E

F

G

A

E

A

B

C

Background color

C

E

Gm

D

B

Rehearsal Section

A

Three musically contrasting piano pieces were selected to test the graphic system. Each measure of music follows the process
below where a note is placed based on a vertical axis of note pitches. The horizontal axis indicates times in a measure of music.
The shape of the note is determined based on the tonal quality of the piece or individual note. Key signature, dynamics, and
emphasis determine the frame colors, shape color, and shape size.

TIME PER MEASURE
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Music measure from Two Arabesques No. 1 by Claude Debussy. This was one of Debussy’s earliest works written in his
impressionistic style, a philosophical and aesthetic term borrowed from late 19th century French painting after Monet’s
Impression, Sunrise.
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Work: To Hear is to See
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Music measure from Hungarian Rhapsody No. 6 by Franz Liszt. Much of Liszt's work is inspired by Hungarian folk music, which is
driven by strong syncopated rhythms.
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Work: To Hear is to See
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Music measure from Three Piano Pieces, Op. 1, No. 3 Bewegte by Arnold Schoenberg. Written during the expressionist movement of
the time, this piece reflects tension and violence.
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Work: To Hear is to See
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Stills from the three videos in a sequence. The measures of music translated with this system reveal visual patterns over time.

Design Syncopations
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90 BPM:
Measuring in Hertz

A sound notation system

Work

47

What does a musical notation system that
does not discriminate between instruments,
ranges or the burden of transposing look
like? How can this universal system begin to
blur the boundaries between noise, sound,
and music?
90 Beats Per Minute: Measuring in
Hertz explores an alternative way we can
read music beyond a static surface and
how an orchestrated set of sounds can be
notated through activating objects, tools,
and instruments. This video presents an
alternative scale system for measuring sound
using hertz.6 As each sound is generated, a
dot marks the hertz level on the grid overlay,
which constantly shifts left. The shifting grid
allows for the sounds to be read in real-time,
which potentially can be used to notate and
record real-time compositions allowing
other object and instruments to re-perform
the sounds.
Still from 90 BPM. The sound generated from placing a coin down is notated by a red dot that indicates its hertz value.

6       A hertz is defined
as the SI (International
System of Units) unit of
frequency, equal to one cycle
per second. It is commonly
used to measure wave
frequencies, such as sound,
light, and radio waves. For
example, in music the pitch
of Middle C on a piano is
263 Hz.
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Work: 90 BPM

Stills from 90 BPM. Notations marking the hertz level move with the shifting grid overlay.
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Stills from 90 BPM. Here, multiple sounds appear in the same frame. Each sound quality is represented by a different
colored dot notation. The common grid allows one to compare the hertz level of the multiple objects with each other.
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Work: 90 BPM
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Performing Silence

Performing the book

Still from Performing Silence. The experience of reading John Cage’s book Silence: Lectures and Writings, becomes a performance
based on John Cage’s 4’33".
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Work

Performing Silence was inspired by John Cage’s 4’33”
(“Four minutes, thirty-three seconds” or “Four thirtythree”), a three movement composition that instructs
the performer(s) not to play their instrument(s)
during the entire duration. The piece forefronts
the environment sounds that are heard while the
performance takes place.
John Cage, an American composer who lived in
the 20th century, was an experimental music theorist
who defied mainstream music and sought to redefine
music as we know it. He explored the relationship
between music and silence, even going as far as to
question established musical conventions. Just as
this piece becomes the epitome of Cage’s belief that
any sounds can constitute music, I reinterpret this
idea through performing John Cage’s book Silence:
Lectures and Writings.7 Audio from a previous 4’33”
performance by William Marx is linked to the text in
the book, which informs the actions enacted by the
reader of the book.8 The medium of video allowed me
to capture and cut key sounds which reinforced the
play between a previous performance’s audio, the text
from John Cage’s book Silence, and the sound of the
environment. The experience of reading and handling
a book becomes a sound and video performance.

53

7

Cage.

8     Joel Hochberg. “John
Cage’s 4'33''”, released
December 15, 2010,
YouTube video, 7:44, posted
December 15, 2010. https://
youtu.be/JTEFKFiXSx4.

Stills from Performing Silence. The sound from John Cage’s performance 4’33” becomes a parallel experience to a reader reading a
book. Each action is informed by the text from John Cage’s book Silence. The viewer participates by actively reading along with the
video and anticipating the sounds during the performance.
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Work: Performing Silence
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00:00 Announcer says, “And now a
performance of John Cage’s 4’33’’. Please
welcome our soloist William Marx.”

00:10 [Light turns on]

00:01 [Audience applauses]

00:16

00:18

00:20

00:24 [Soloist flips pages]

00:26

00:28 [Zoom in to shot]

00:32

00:35

00:38 [Soloist highlights the word “silence”]

00:42

00:43 [Soloist leans on elbow]

00:44 [Audience coughs]

00:48

00:50

00:53

00:57 [Audience applauses]

01:05 [Soloist shuts book and sound cuts out]

[Soloist taps foot]

[Soloist taps fingers]

Interview:
Hannah Chan-Hartley

Interview

Publishing
M I’ve been thinking a lot about
cultural institutions and am curious
to learn more about music cultural
institutions. First off, can you describe what your role entails as the
managing editor at the Toronto Symphony Orchestra?
H Yeah, sure. So, my job is predominantly with
the print publications at the TSO. My main project is
the programme books of the orchestra. I do everything from determining the pagination, working with
the printer, determining paper types, and compiling
all of the content. I don’t write the programme notes
because that would be a whole other job.

M Who writes the programme notes?
H I commission different people to, and I do

Dr. Hannah Chan-Hartley is the managing editor and musicologist
at the Toronto Symphony Orchestra. She oversees the design and
production of the orchestra’s various printed publications. I first
learned about Hannah through the TSO’s music listening guides,
a booklet guide included as part of the main house programmes.
These listening guides were created to help guide audience
members during concerts and to enrich their understanding of
the music. In our conversation, we discussed her role at the TSO
and how her academic background has informed her generous
approach to music education, publishing, audience engagement,
and accessibility.
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some writing. I should send you a digital copy of the
programme book and then have you see the hard
copy. There is the main section in the programmes
and also extra tidbits of information, and I like writing
those. I am also in touch with artist managers in order to the bios and headshots. And then essentially,
I compile all of this and work with a graphic designer
who then lays the whole book out. This is followed
by a lot of editing and checking. The editing part
comprises anything from checking dates and accuracy of the information, to doing any updates from
any new research I happen to know about. Also, I am
making sure everything reflects the house style, so I
copy edit. Then, I see it all the way through the print
process. So, in the proofing stage of things, I am also
managing the needs of my colleagues. For example,
our development team that does the fundraising
may want a couple of pages to insert some ads or
info ads in order to attract donors. There is also on
occasion opportunities for marketing or advertising,
such as promoting the subscription series for next
season. The artistic team, who does all of the programming, also weighs in if everything is representative of the industry. So there is a lot of expectations
to manage.
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M You are like the collector of
all of the information.
H Yeah! So that’s my job for programmes. I
do the main house programmes and I also do the
programme booklets for our young people’s concerts which are much smaller, as well as our youth
orchestra. I also work on two other publications. One
is the subscription brochure, which is one of the big
ones we do for the upcoming season. We launch
that in January and that has a companion piece in
the summer when we launch single tickets, which
is when everyone that wants to subscribe can still
subscribe, but this is the only opportunity to only
buy single tickets if you have to. We do ticket selling
in two phases, subscriptions first only and then
single tickets. Otherwise, I am part of the marketing
team. Though it is kind of interesting coming from
an academic background, and being in the position
for four and bit years now, I’ve picked up quite a bit
from marketing and what those goals are. I’ve been
between marketing and education and being artistic.
I am kind of like a node and all these parts intersect
in my role.

M Yeah, publishing means so many
different things in different contexts, so in your definition, what
does publishing mean at the TSO? What
is the role of publishing and how does
that relate to your audience?
H For me, the programme book is my main
publication. There are actually two things. The subscription brochures is one area of publication. Those
are intended to sell tickets and the content that
goes into them, like descriptions of the concerts,
are meant to get people motivated to see what is in
there and to be attractive to those patrons so that
they want to buy tickets and come to the concerts.
The programme books, for me though, is more about
enhancing. It’s kind of a different way than what people think about. It’s informative, but at the same time
I want the publications to be enhancing the concert
experience.

Interview: Hannah Chan-Hartley

H I was actually a part of a transition. When I
started at the TSO, the programme books looked a
particular way. Then, a couple of years ago, we had
an administrative change and I had the chance to
redesign the whole thing. We worked with an agency
and a researcher to determine people’s journeys with
the programme book. It was interesting because of
my boss, who is not in the music world at all, and
actually came from the corporate industry. One of
the first things he ever asked me was “What is the
programme book and do we need it?” Ha! So as
somebody like him coming from a different industry
and who isn’t really a classical music go-er, this was
actually a very valid question. We talked about it.
Since programmes are also not cheap to produce,
he even asked if we should get rid of them? I said no,
no, no, and gave him a bit of the background history
of this publication because programme books have
been around since the 19th century. But the thing that
we found was that creating things that people were
not really interested in keeping, like when leaving
from the concert and leaving it behind. Ultimately, we
decided that we would actually up the ante in terms
of the way it looked. Especially nowadays, with the
digital part of the discussion, it had to be something
a little bit more special than what it was before. It was
okay what it was before, but now people feel more
compelled to keep the books around in their home,
and it in a different format, like that kind of thing.

M Yeah.
H So those publications were more for giving
our patrons information to contextualize the performance. Most of our audience is not crazy classical
music people. They don’t necessarily have a deep
musical education, but they appreciate classical
music. A lot of the times I’m editing these programme
notes, I don’t want to see, well they don’t want to see
deep and theoretical analyses of the piece, and neither do I. I don’t actually find that very interesting. I
try to give them enough information such as a histor-

9
I worked with a music group,
Fermata, at Brown University to
re-think the format of their concert
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ical context of when the composer wrote that piece,
but also in the description give them enough sign
posts to know what to listen for. So there’s a combination here of information, but also being accessible
and not intimidating. Also, perhaps extending the life
of the programme beyond the concert hall.

Listening guide for Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky’s Symphony No. 5 in E Minor, Op. 64 (first movement).
More listening guides can be downloaded at https://www.tso.ca/listening-guides.

M Yeah, definitely.
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M Yeah, those are exactly some of
the things I’ve been thinking about
such as the life of a concert programme, the opportunity for it to live
beyond the concert and the potential
for it to be circulated in a new context.
H Right, some orchestras will actually print
programmes in different programme books, but
we actually have several different concert programmes in one programme book. So in a way,
you can read ahead, or maybe something catches
your eye and you want to buy a ticket to it. There’s
a little bit of extra stuff there that help sell, but you
don’t really know. The publication has some other
uses that may not be its primary use, but that
could help facilitate the other things.
M I’ve actually been thinking
about the same questions. I’m currently working with a music group called
Fermata at Brown University.9 They are
a student group that build collaborations between student composers and
performers. Each semester, they have
a concert where original compositions
are performed.
H Oh, good.
M In conversation with Fermata,
I realized this year is their fiveyear anniversary, and thought it would
be appropriate to mark the moment for
them in some way. I started thinking
about the concert experience and how

programmes for their five-year
anniversary concert. ›› Pg. 256
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I could think about the concert programme in a new way—to treat it as
a publication and as something that
could live beyond the concert moment.
I frequently make connections between
exhibition and performance. The difference between the two is timing. By
that I mean with an exhibition, you
can go in and experience it at your
own time and pace, but with the concert format, you are in a way bound by

time. Everyone enters and experiences the moment at the same time. It’s a
very defined moment, and you can’t really control what happens. It’s a live
thing.
H Right, yes.
M So what happens after the concert moment can be controlled to some
extent. For example, the programme is

Interview: Hannah Chan-Hartley

something that can be circulated afterwards. For someone who did not
attend the concert, how can you give
them a sense of what happened? The
concert programme is a perfect opportunity to speak to another audience.
H Yes, yes.
M It’s an opportunity to treat the
programme as a publication as well.
But then I think it ultimately comes
down to the question of audience too.
What is the breakdown of the TSO’s audience demographics?
H TSO is kind of interesting. It also varies with
the types of concerts. Our core offering is what we
call Masterworks, which are your serious symphonic
music. From our research, we can say maybe about
70–75% of the people aren’t necessarily in the crazy
music people. I don’t actually know if that is fully
correct, but it’s a lot more than we think. They are
educated, but not necessarily musicians.

M Yeah, exactly.
H So that is a good chunk. Non-musically educated people can certainly still appreciate classical
music. In terms of age group, it’s still an older demographic, people at least 50 and older. Fifty is sort of
the average age. We have three general age groups:
the subscribers that are dedicated go-ers who are
usually over 50; then we have people who probably
buy more single tickets and there is a cohort maybe
in their 40’s who tend to have younger families who
can’t necessarily commit to a subscription; and then
we have a pretty active young group, 35 and under.
We have a discounted ticket program called TSOUND-

10
In another interview with
Peter Mendelsund, a recovering
pianist who is now a book cover
design, we also discussed what
it means for music to be a visual
discipline or if it even is at all.
›› Pg. 134
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CHECK, and it’s really to have those people in the hall,
so they pay $16 to come. Depending on the concert,
you may have many young people. Sometimes, we’ll
have Masterworks concerts where we have maybe
800 young people at TSOUNDCHECK. I really think
the day of the week determines who is going to be
there. The Wednesday and Thursday subscribers tend
to be older, but then when you look at Friday and Saturday, concerts tend to be younger. The thing about
the programme is it’s difficult to track where the publications go afterwards, but I would say the book looks
very different from a typical orchestra programme.

M Yeah, I think that speaks to how
music is inherently a visual discipline as well.10

M I don’t know if you know Peter
Mendelsund? He is a recovering pianist
who is now also a book cover designer.

M I think the current programme
you have isn’t typical of what you see
at a typical concert, which is great
because I always think that you should
subvert the expected. That in itself
draws attention and helps people to
pay more attention to what you give
them. If anything, it also can provoke
curiosity.

H He sounds familiar.

H Yeah.

H Yeah!

H In the new books, we been actually featuring

M He designed the book covers for
“The Information” by James Gleick and
“Girl with the Dragon Tattoo” by Stieg
Larsson.

Toronto artists on the cover. On the inside, I do a lot
of the artwork.

H Oh yeah.

M Oh yeah, do you have a picture?

M So that’s the programme you
would pick up right before a concert.
H That’s right. So, for example this is Rachmaninoff’s Symphony No. 2. I usually try to find a
picture of the composer from the time that he composed the work. These are the kinds of things I’m
responsible for. The programme note is laid out this
way, but I fill these in. It’s sometimes images, sometimes quotations, and sometimes written content.

M Yeah, that’s great. If someone
doesn’t get a chance to read it during
the concert, they can go back and reference it.
H Yeah, exactly. Here’s another example. We
were playing Beethoven’s Sixth, so more of a pastoral,
nature theme there. For that concert, there’s a painting of Beethoven walking. I try to match the mood.

11
I recommend listening
to Sergei Rachmaninoff’s Piano
Concerto No. 2 in C minor, Op.
18 (Moderato, 1st movement)
performed by Lang Lang with the
Orchestra of the Mariinsky Theatre
conducted by Valery Gergiev. I
particularly like this version because
of the way Lang Lang takes his
time entering the piece with the

first eight measures, which in my
opinion is crucial to setting up the
tone and tempo of the entire piece.
I compare the first eight measures
to a book cover that has the power
to set up expectations, build
anticipation, and even determine if
someone engages with the rest of
the piece!
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M He believes a reader plays a
very active role when reading a book.
He or she brings their own story to
the table, which allows them to imagine certain images or relate to the
narrative based on their personal experiences. If I compare the reading
experience to listening to music, for
example, whenever I listen to Rachmaninoff’s Piano Concerto No. 2 in C
minor, which is a piece I’ve played in
an orchestra before, I always imagine a wave being pulled onto shore as
the violins and violas enter with that
famous Russian melody.11 Reading and
listening are very personal experiences. In a museum setting, a visitor
is expected to interpret the art for
themselves, but the people behind the
scenes actually play an important role
in making it a subjective experience
as well. With the concert programme,
it’s also a way of inserting a level of subjective-ness for you to guide
the reader, such as with your listening guides.
H Yes!

Interview: Hannah Chan-Hartley

M You are trying to get the audience to become more active participants and to understand the music on a
deeper level. That brings me back to
topic of education and accessibility.
From my understanding, you have two
main audiences—concert attenders and a
board and your colleagues.
H

Yeah.

M Can you talk about education
and accessibility and what those terms
mean to you at the TSO?
H Our education team is actually a separate
team. In many ways, they distinguish themselves
by working with young people, like K-12 students
essentially. We have a whole other program where
the kids come into the hall, school children coming
into the halls. So they work primarily with them. They
also work with TSYO. The Toronto Symphony Youth
Orchestra is also considered an education program
for up and coming, new generation of musicians.
Young people’s concerts are viewed as educational
even though they are actually part of the series. I’m
more involved with adult education. Maybe better
put, music appreciation.

M Yeah, that’s a form of music education.
H I’ve had an interesting experience in graduate school at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign because I had a number of different jobs teaching. I’ve taught music majors, basically your music
appreciation history survey. I’ve taught that, but I
spent a couple of years teaching music appreciation
courses for non-music majors. I also spent a couple
of years teaching for the communications department, public speaking. So, in many ways my job is in
communications and educating.

M Yeah, that’s interesting! What
was it like to teach a class for
non-majors?
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H When we teach music appreciation, you
don’t expect the students to have any ability to read
music, and we don’t teach them notation. But the
course does begin with some basic training. Not in
terms of how to read music notation, but what is
dynamic, what does timbre mean. Basic terms. They
do need some of the vocabulary to articulate what
they are hearing. One of the assignments we do give
them, which I actually quite like, is to actually send
them to the concert hall and have them review a
performance. Even though they might not have all of
the language tools to do that, they do that so they can
learn to write about and articulate their experiences.
In the textbook, at least the ones that I’ve used, it’s a
textbook by Joseph Kerman called “Listen”. I think this
is probably used by various universities, but they do
have listening guides in them. The listening guide is
something I use in class. We do a lot of listening of the
piece, and I would point at where we are. We do a lot
of teaching on structure. What is double S position,
concerto structure, the symphonic form? What is the
sonata allegro form? Especially once you get to the
classical, romantic era, those are the kinds of things
you are teaching them. We reinforce those things
because that basic knowledge can take you through
most of music of the 20th century. There are these listening guides. The way that they work is they have CD
timings on one side. There is some textual description
of what’s happening at certain points, like highlights
so to speak. On the right hand side, if you can read
music notation, you can read the little music excerpts
of the themes you are hearing appear on the right
hand side. So I use that a lot. Besides teaching that,
when I was a music student, I took a lot of these classes where one of the examples was a listening exam
where the professor would play drop the needle.

M Yeah!
H You know what I’m talking about! So, the
thing about studying for these classes is you have to
listen to the score, and you reinforce the structure of
the piece in your head. You have to know what things
make it special because you know that professor is
probably going to choose something. Normally, what
we would have to do, is they would play the excerpt,
and we’d have to identify what that excerpt was, what
part of the movement, what work, who’s the composer, and then also describe why that particular excerpt
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Cover to the first edition of Joseph Kerman’s music
textbook “Listen” by calligrapher/painter Ulfert
Wilke (1972).
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is important. So I did a lot of work doing that. I had
taken a couple of classes where the professor drew
a diagram, and I found myself doing the same thing.
From that experience learning as a student and also
teaching music appreciation, that eventually led me
to the visual guide. Meanwhile, I was also noticing
that there were quite a few digital apps and guides
being created by orchestras. From what I’ve seen, I
didn’t like them. I didn’t like them because they tended to only be used in the context they were created.
So they would say, during this concert you can pull
out your phone and follow this guide, but when you
did look at the guide, you had to look here, listen
there, tap your screen, and sometimes what came up
was “the flute is playing the main melody.” This information is not very useful. When I had the opportunity
to develop this guide, I really did not want to look to
those for inspiration. I wanted to explore how print
could drive the experience.

M Yeah, I think that’s a very
classic way of doing it too. I know
with technology, people want to bring
in iPads, VR, and all these crazy
things because it’s a “cool” thing to
do. But there is something nice about
keeping it in its classic form where

have the printed piece right in front
of you as a tangible experience. I
read an interview, where you talked
about how after your PhD studies, it
was typical to go into academia. However, you unexpectedly landed at the
TSO and have found a wonderful balance between academia and practice.
As I mentioned earlier, I see a lot of
parallels between cultural art institutions and music institutions. At art
museums such as the Walker Art Center, the Museum of Contemporary Art
Chicago, and art museums in the Netherlands, like the Stedelijk Museum,
design plays a crucial part in shaping
the voice of the institution, to some
extent driving programming, publishing, and education. I also see the
potential of design taking on a more
expansive role in music institutions.
I’m wondering if this is something you
think about or even if this is already
happening?
H Design in terms of the materials we produce?

Established in 1882, the Helsinki Philharmonic
Orchestra is a 102-musician orchestra based in
Helsinki, Finland. Their identity design was designed
by Bond, a studio based in London with locations also
in Helsinki and Abu Dhabi. The main mark is generated
from the musicians’ names and typeset in the formation
of a sound wave. The line lengths of each name
determines the length of each wave. Photography uses
time-lapse to capture the gesture of music making.

Interview: Hannah Chan-Hartley
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M Yeah, or even thinking about
publishing. Some art museums have inhouse design and publishing. Are there
music institutions operating in this
way?

usually the one she chooses first is the one I choose.
It tells me that I’m not the only one feeling that, but I
also make it explicit. At the back of the programme,
it will explain what the inspiration is. Maybe some
people don’t agree with me, but you know, whatever.

H I would say no. There are a number of ways

M Yeah, but that’s where you bring
your own point of view to the table.

I can talk about this. Orchestras are interesting
especially when it comes to working on subscription
publications. We have to convey the experience of
essentially an abstract art form. The only images we
have are either the orchestra playing or the conductor, but that gets boring after a while. It is very difficult to convey that unlike, for example, the ballet or
the opera where they can use sets or photographs of
the singers on stage. Ballet has it even the best I think
because you can have fantastic photography of people with beautiful bodies and that can convey something of what you might see on stage. To be honest,
it is really hard. One of the challenges for orchestras
is how do you convey the excitement of the art form,
which is still very abstract until when you actually go
experience it. Just by seeing an orchestra play, you
can’t always just use pictures of the orchestra. So I
think we’re a little behind. One of the reasons I think
our programme book looks so different is because, to
me, I feel visual art can articulate some of those feelings in a way that you won’t necessarily get if you are
not yet experiencing it. Like you said, music is a very
temporal experience and you can only experience it
at the moment that you’re there.

M Yeah
H The covers for example, like this one I chose,
for me, describing the crazy colors of Scriabin’s Poem
of Ecstasy.12 I know that this is very subjective, from
my part, but the funny thing is I actually work with
a colleague of mine. I tell her, since she has an art
history background, I’m looking for this and ask her
can you find me something that evokes this feeling?
She will come up with a bunch of different artists and

12
Alexander Scriabin was a
Russian composer and pianist. His
earlier works were influenced by
Frédéric Chopin, but later
developed a substantially atonal
and much more dissonant musical
system.

H Yeah, but in general, I would say it’s a little
complicated. At the TSO, we’ve been undergoing
quite substantial administrative changes. I don’t know
how many CEO’s think about these sort of things or if
they care about design. I just happen to have a boss
in marketing that really cares about design, and so
our materials have over the last couple of years have
looked very different. If you were to look at some of
the top orchestras today, TSO in the last 12 years has
been seen as a leader in their materials, but there
are other orchestras who I feel are thinking a little
bit more outside of the box or differently, and those
are ones in Europe —Helsinki Philharmonic Orchestra
comes to mind.

M Yeah, Helsinki.
H With their kind of crazy way of taking all of
the orchestra members’ names and making a sound
wave graphic out of that. The LSO, the London Symphony Orchestra, has recently got Simon Rattle to
conduct and then a creative agency that worked with
them took the gestures that he made and created
sculptures out of them.13 Then they used that as part
of their visual identity. Yeah, so I don’t think orchestras were that much into branding until fairly recently
because they’ve been more concerned about how to
attract new audiences. I firmly believe that we can’t
go back to the way things were in the 80’s. A lot of
orchestras who may not have the budget, you can
see that there’s a real jaded aesthetic. It’s like gilded
gold and red velvety.

In my interview with Peter
Mendelsund, he also references
Scriabin and his color organ.
›› Pg. 143

13
Simon Denis Rattle is an
English conductor who has been
the principle conductor of the Berlin
Philharmonic since 2002.
In September 2017, he was
appointed Music Director of the
London Symphony Orchestra.
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M It’s not as accessible to the an
audience today.
H Yeah! It looks weirdly ugly. It’s paired with
a ton of advertising on the inside that doesn’t really
with what orchestras are about. But there’s many
ways that organizationally a lot of people need to
think about what kind of institution do you want to
portray yourselves as. Orchestras have always been
a little bit different. They’re not like opera, who I think
people think of them as more of an elite, high class
institution. There are perceptions of orchestras as
elite, but I actually think it’s one of the more democratic institutions now and people aren’t so formal
when they come to the concert hall. But it’s jarring
to see in a lot of the big American orchestra programmes, you’ve got this classic stuff, or this amazing
thing happening on stage, but the programme book
doesn’t reflect that. It ends being represented by a
picture of the orchestra with a ton of advertising. It
doesn’t seem to convey what I think of the identity. We don’t have any ads in our programmes right
now, but that’s another challenge. That means we’re
not making money from the programmes, but that’s
the reason a lot of orchestra programmes have ads
because they have to make money for them. Yeah,
so I would say design is still kind of an alien thing. It’s
really the priority of marketing and maybe the CEO
of how they want their organization to be perceived.
How can we do it with cost always being an issue?
How can we spend only a little bit of money and get
an amazing design? I don’t know.

M Yeah, and I think that’s always
in question, even in art institutions.
There are practical issues such as the
budget that plays a factor in the decision making.
H Yeah.
M I wanted to ask what are some of
your influences outside of the field
you operate in, besides music.
H When I went to study musicology at the U of
I, I actually came across a little bit of resistance to the
way I approached music. I have more of an interest
in social history and cultural history of music. It’s not
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that I don’t appreciate the creative process or that
these works are great. I’m not interested in why these
works are great because of the inherent qualities in
them. I’m interested in how people take these works,
and basically, they are the ones responsible for
determining its greatness and its position in society
in a particular time and place. I’m always interested
in looking at … and reception history what audiences
think of. So my PhD dissertation was actually on the
American performance and reception of Richard
Wagner’s “Ring Cycle” in the late 19th century. One of
the other areas I’m interested in is the importation of
western European music to North America. How did
that happen? How did people cultivate audiences for
this music?

perform certain works? That got me super interested.
At U of I, this study wasn’t necessarily something that
was common, but I did have a couple of advisors who
were supportive of that. Obviously, it was work to
convince them. Even though it’s not uncommon, a lot
of people write about reception.

M I just wanted to end with two
questions. One, the question I love
asking my musical friends: Do you have
perfect pitch?
H

Yes!

M How did they?

M
You do, awesome! And two, are
there any last notes you’d like to
add?

H One main way was actually the immigra-

H

tion of millions of Germans to the United States.
There were phases of immigration from the mid 19th
century to the late 19th century. They were generally
middle class and a lot of them were musicians. Basically they were trying to escape living in a monarchy,
so they saw the US as a democratic utopia, which is
when they established many of the main orchestras
there. This includes The New York Philharmonic Society, which was predominantly German and The Metropolitan Opera House, its predecessor of the present
day version was a German house for a time and that
kind of thing. It started off with American critics not
being interested in Wagner’s music, and then later
becoming more interested in cultivating Americans’
taste for these things. They were quite pro-Wagner,
and it took some time, but coupled with the introduction of the music, they were sort of working together
to cultivate Americans’ taste for Wagner’s music. At
the same time with Wagner music, you’ve got the cultivation of the taste for the symphonic repertoire. This
is the period in which the symphonic repertoire become a canon in American performance of this stuff. I
did my masters at Oxford, and that training was when
I first learned about reception history. It’s actually a
relatively new field in musicology I would say. In the
sense that in the 1990’s there was a whole water shed
moment where people thought we can’t just study
great works. What about female composers? There
were many questions people were bringing about
the canon. Why do we teach certain things? Why we
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Just thinking, since you asked if I had perfect pitch, it does inform the way I choose the colors
for the listening guide. I don’t have synesthesia, but I
do associate key areas with certain colors. The colors
that I choose in the visual listening guide are actually
informed by my associations. I’m hoping to convey
some emotional experience towards the colors that I
use.

M
That’s a perfect answer.
Thank you!
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1

A score is a set of notations that connects the material of
a discipline and its systems of knowledge to a language
in order to be read, enacted, or executed in any form.2
Although most commonly associated with music, I approach
the score as a device that instigates, designing scenarios
that invite the viewer to create new meaning out of existing
meaning. In some instances I expose the score, while other
times I use it to complement my design process, acting as
an underlying structure that composes the final visual form
or documentation of a happening. A score always generates
action—it’s latent. It contains an unknown end result that
can never be repeated and has the potential to give agency
to the one who acts upon it. I test the boundaries between
composer and interpreter through a series of live and
collaborative performances, sound experiments, and spatial
interventions where design operates as composition.

1
In my interview with Alisa Wolfson,
graphic designer and co-founder of Lampo, an
organization in Chicago, Illinois for experimental
music, sound art, and intermedia projects,
we talked about how she approached the
identity design in this music context. Often
times, I naturally want to approach music
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subjects with bold, playful, and visceral graphic
gestures, however, Alisa explains her decision
and approach to using pure fields of color to
represent experimental music. ›› Pg. 200
2

Folkerts.

Work
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SOUND
UNNOTICED SOUND
EMPTY SOUND
PERSONAL SOUND
SURROUNDED BY SOUND
SOUND AS SPACE
SOUND AS OBJECT
SOUND AS INTERVENTION
LIVE SOUND
SOUND LEVELS
THE GESTURE OF SOUND
HEARING SOUND
SEEING SOUND
SOUND SCAPE
SOUND PLAY
SOUND ART
MAKE A SOUND

A Sound Score after Georges Perec, Species of Spaces, 1974.
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Scoring Sound Gestures
in Space

Performing graphic design
in the gallery

“I Believe That the Use of Noise
Wherever we are, what we hear is mostly noise.
When we ignore it, it disturbs us. When we listen to
it, we find it fascinating. The sound of a truck at
50 m.p.h. Static between the stations. Rain. We want
to capture and control these sounds, to use them,
not as sound effects, but as musical instruments.”3

John Cage

Cue cards scattered on the floor in the gallery after the Scoring Sound Gestures in Space performance.
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What does graphic design sound like? What happens
when a piece of graphic design is flipped, waved,
or even torn? How can sound establish a z-axis
that increases the level of engagement beyond the
traditionalx- and y-axis of the gallery space?
Scoring Gestures in Space was an exhibitionbased live performance where the exhibitors became
performers activating their work with sound, and the
visitors became conductors arranging and scoring
those sounds.4 During the X, Y, and Z: Graphic Design
in Space exhibition opening, three gallery visitors
were invited to arrange a score for the performance
by sequencing a set of twenty-seven cards that
corresponded to a work in the exhibition and the sound
that work made.5 The performers activated their work
with “sound gestures:” physical actions that generate
sound. During the performance, the conductors
took turns revealing their cardsto conduct a livescore. Each card cued a performer to make a sound
gesture informed by their work. The performance also
challenged the participants and viewers to consider
the nature of graphic design, a discipline that produces
work that is meant to be interacted with, handled,
touch, and experienced.
Scoring Sound Gestures in Space opened up the
gallery for additional encounters by activating the work
in space—bringing the designer and audience face-toface through a visual and sound counterplay.
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3       Cage, 3.
4       Performed at RISD
Exposé on December 12,
2016. Total performance
time is 3:38.
5       X, Y, and Z: Graphic
Design in Space was a
course taught by James
Goggin at RISD in Fall 2016.
This course explored graphic
design as an inherently
multidimensional and
spatial discipline.

The gallery residue after the performance.
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Score: Scoring Sound Gestures in Space
December 12, 2016 at RISD Exposé

1. Invite 3 visitors from the gallery opening to participate as

Performers

conductors for the performance
2. Conductors will shuffle the 27 sound score cue cards and then

Conductors

3

distribute them evenly, each receiving 9 cards

4

3. When performance begins, Conductor # 1 will reveal the first card.

Conductor #1, Conductor #2, Conductor #3, Conductor #1, Conductor #2,

5

1

Conductors #2 and #3 will follow in consecutive order until the cards
run out:

1

Audience

6

Conductor #3...

7

2
4. The performer will activate their sound gesture when their cue card

8

is held up, keeping a beat until another one of their cue cards is
revealed

3

5. Conductors should reveal their cards at a steady pace, being

9

mindful of how the sounds flow

10

6. Performers should coordinate with each other when appropriate

11
12

7. The performance will come to an end when the last card is revealed
by Conductor #3

Diagram of performance set-up.

Score instructions for the performance at the X, Y, and Z exhibition opening.
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2

Cue cards with exhibitor’s name, work title, and sound gesture. I asked each exhibitor to find a sound gesture for the work their
work that was in the exhibition. I designed these cue cards for the conductors to arrange and score for the performance. The three
conductors revealed these cards to conduct a live-score during the performance.
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The exhibitors (performers) and gallery visitors (conductors) engaged in a sound and visual counterplay.

Below and following pages: Conductors take turns holding up a cue card to conduct a live-score. Each performer plays their
sound gestures and keeps a beat when their cue card is held up.
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Work: Scoring Sound Gestures in Space
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Work: Scoring Sound Gestures in Space
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One-off Orchestra

A one-time sourced
orchestra

Work

One-off Orchestra is a sourced orchestra broadcasted
on www.one-offorchestra.live. For Volume 1, Number 1,
I was inspired by “optophonetics,” the science of visible
speech sounds, and drew upon sound poetry, spoken word,
the human voice, beat boxing, and artists such as Kurt
Schwitters. Twelve guest performers were invited to be a
part of the first concert. Each member received a unique
score and voice recording module prior to the concert, and
were asked to interpret their score and deliver a 10-second
recorded performance.
In the spirit of “One-off,” meaning only once, performers
were given one chance to record their performance and
likewise, the final concert was a one-time performance
broadcasted live. After receiving the 10-second recorded
performances back from the performers, I wrote an
original score for the concert. Performers were grouped
in six sections by similar sound qualities. For example, the
whistlers represented a section of violins and the hummers
a group of violists. I think about what it means to make a
activity or event more accessible. To me, an “orchestra,”
simply means a collective group of people working together
to make a composition—acoustically, visually or socially. In
this case, I treat the format of an orchestra as a collaborative
space for making a piece of work. I designed a poster to
make the event public and accessible through a live-stream
format. This project served as a way for me to learn how to
invite collaborators into a project and how to make a piece
of performance work accessible to another public.

Poster for the One-off Orchestra live-streamed concert. 18 × 24 in. The weaving lines and outlined type reference back to
the recording device circuits.
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One-off Orchestra invitation booklets were given to guest performers that contained a 10-second voice recording device.
Guest performers were each given a unique score and asked to record their part and return the device to me.
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Below and following pages: The concert score written in response to the 13 voice recordings received from the guest performers.
The scores were inspired by sound poetry, spoken word, the human voice, beat boxing.
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After receiving the invitations back with the recorded parts, I wrote this score for the performance based on the sound qualities.
Initials indicate each participant’s name.
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Stills from the live-streamed performance that followed the score from the previous page.
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Script: One-off Orchestra Concert

[Remove invitation from stage]

December 4, 2016 at CIT Fl. 5,

Special thanks to our first guest

Whisper Room, Live-streamed on

performers for their participation,

www.one-offorch.live

rehearsal, and performance and our guest
conductors Goeun Park and Eury Kim here
with us tonight.

7:15pm
Sound and light check

[Move score on stage]
An original score was written for

7:30pm

tonight’s concert.

Announcement: Please make sure you are

Performers are grouped in 6 sections by

viewing the following live stream at

similar sound qualities.

720p.
[Move score off stage]
[Play sound file #1-Concert introduction]
Welcome to the first One-off Orchestra

[Reveal each performer’s recording on

concert series. One-off Orchestra is a

stage center, then move to section seat]

sourced orchestra broadcasted on www.one-

Melissa Weiss, Minryung Son, Bo-Won

offorchestra.live. For Volume 1, Number

Keum, Paul Soulellis, Benjamin Shaykin,

1, we were inspired by Optophonetics,

Bethany Johns, Angela Lorenzo, James

the science of visible speech sounds and

Goggin, Cara Buzzell, Llewellyn Hensley,

drew upon sound poetry, spoken word, the

Marie Otsuka, Lake Buckley

human voice, beat boxing, and artists
such as Kurt Schwitters.

[Conductor moves hands off stage)

[Move poster off stage]

7:35pm
[Conductor moves hands onto stage]

[Move invitation on stage]

[Play sound file #2-Opening applause]

Twelve guest performers were invited to

[Begin concert]

be a part of today’s concert.
*~^*~^*~^*~^*~^*~^*~^*~^*~^*~^*
[Start flipping through invitation]
Each member received a unique score

[End concert]

and voice recording module prior to

[Play sound file #3-Closing applause]

the concert tonight, and were asked to
interpret their score and deliver a
10-second recorded performance. In the
spirit of “One-off,” meaning only
once, performers were given 1 chance
to record their performance and
likewise, tonight’s performance is a
one-time concert broadcasted live.
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72 Sq. Ft.

An installation of China’s
“Rat Tribes”

As graphic designers, we are constantly reading
spaces and contexts which inform the way we deal
with work in space. In 72 Sq. Ft., I embraced the
limits of space to define a new constructed space
composed of objects that represented behavioral
patterns and site-specific conditions.
During the summer before my graduate studies
at RISD, I had the opportunity to visit Beijing, China
where I visited “rat tribes:” small living quarters
in the basement of residential buildings often
occupied by migrant workers.6 The overpopulated
city has resulted in a shortage of living spaces
forcing landlords to rent out small rooms located
in the basement of residential buildings. Often
times, these small rooms (on average about 72. sq.
ft.) do not meet legal living standards. They do not
have windows or proper ventilation, and require
multiple residents to share bathroom and kitchen
spaces. What I found to be most interesting about
the limitations of these spaces were not the spatial
qualities, but rather the objects that defined the
human conditions and relationship with space. A
wash bin reveals the resident uses a communal
bathroom. A picture frame of a child reveals a
mother who moved to the city to find work to
support her family still back in her hometown.
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6       During my visit to
these rat tribes, I was
able to take a tour with a
landlord. The room above
that was for rent included
a bed and some sheets.
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Flectcher studios room 300 entrance view of the installation. This entrance resembled the room I had visited in Beijing, China.
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Rehearsal Section

Interior view of room with graphic outlined objects: furnace, books, a night stand, bed, and water pipes.
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Cards that were placed in the installation room. 3.5 × 6.75 in. These cards contained portraits of rat tribe residents and a quotes
on their thoughts about living there.

Work: 72 Sq. Ft.

Sim Chi Yin, a visual author focused on documentary
projects in Asia, documented these residents through
portraits of them in their rooms.7 I relied on my own
research, personal experience of visiting these spaces,
and her photo documentation to reconstruct a space
by focusing on the objects that defined these spaces.
I found a room in RISD Fletcher 300, which was
approximately 72 sq. ft. and used tape to highlight
some commonly found objects. The simplicity of the
tape material helped to frame and draw attention to
the objects’ relationships to the space. Some of the
shapes were specific to objects while others were
more generic, which allowed the visitor to imagine
what object could be in that place. The outlined shapes
functioned as behavioral notations or graphic gestures
that visually represented a 1 to 1 scale relationship to
the space to help the viewer imagine what it would be
like to inhabit a similar space. I also designed cards that
were in the room on the floor with images and quotes
from actual residents. Their stories varied, from living
there either by choice or with no choice.
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7       Ian Johnson, “The Rat
Tribe of Beijing: Under the
Streets, A Hidden Warren
of Rooms for the Thrifty,”
Aljazeera America, January
24, 2015, accessed April
30, 2016, http://projects.
aljazeera.com/2015/01/
underground-beijing/.

Below and following pages: Bird’s eye view of the space showing how one might conduct daily activities. The bird’s eye shot reveals
the limitations and confinements of living in a 72. sq. ft. room.
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A stencil I designed at actual size with the objects that might be found in these rooms. The back of the card invited the viewer
to use the stencil to draw objects into a floor plan of the room to better understand the scale and limitations of these spaces.
The back of the card also provided the average cost of renting out these rooms and the approximate numbers of residents in
Beijing living in the rat tribes.
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PlayTime

A poster for a
film screening

Work

This poster was designed for a film screening for
PlayTime as part of James Goggin′s Fall 2016 course
X, Y, and Z: Graphic Design in Space. PlayTime is a
1967 French comedy film directed by Jacques Tati. The
students in this class, including myself, were challenged
to design a poster without having seen the movie. I
conducted a quick Google search and found images of
complicated and surreal staged sets and of Hulot, the
main character in the film, holding his iconic umbrella
and smoking pipe. I decided to choose materials that
reflected these images and use them to construct the
composition. Rubber bands and screws attached on
peg board was used to connect the film title and iconic
images. The disproportional type represented the surreal
staged sets. Type printed on transparent sheets with
secondary information was integrated within the grid.
The poster was up for a week in the RISD Design Center
leading up to the film screening and a few days after.
Ironically, the rubbers bands started snapping and the
poster disassembled itself, which in a way reflected the
chaotic, clumsy, whimsical, and unpredictable nature of
the plot line and characters in PlayTime.

Before and after documentation of the PlayTime poster in the duration of a week.
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The Perfect Meal

A participatory
performance

Work

The Perfect Meal is an exploration on using humans as
a way to test a system of scripting and performance.
In collaboration with Lake Buckley and Drew Litowitz
during a Visiting Designers workshop with Luna Maurer,
we designed a performance piece that combined a set
of questions and the act of preparing a meal. The set
up included an arrangement of sandwich ingredients
and a pre-recorded dictation voice generator that asked
participants a set of questions followed by instructions
for assembling their sandwiches. The participants (our
studiomates) were asked to take a seat at the table and
utilize specific ingredients when he or she agreed with
a statement.
The questions asked ranged from the mundane to the
personal. For example, some of the questions included
were: “If you called your mother in the last 2 days, please
spread some mustard on your bread” and “If you text
while on the toilet, please put some cucumbers on your
sandwich.” The scripting and predetermined conditions
provided a framework for engagement and conversation
yet at the same time allowed for chance to produce
various outcomes based on how each participant
responded to the set of questions. To me, this exercise
demonstrated the concept of “counterpoint” where two
seemingly unrelated activities—asking questions and
preparing a sandwich—were combined using sound
and design to bring collaborators into conversation with
one another.

Meal table set-up of ingredients for making a sandwich.
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The RISD graduate graphic design studio participate in the meal.

Script generated and pre-recorded using a text-to-voice generator and then played during the performance to instruct
the participants.

Work: The Perfect Meal
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Script: The Perfect Meal
If you are somebody who likes to make a wish, wennh the thyme is

May 1, 2016 in the RISD Graphic Design Commons

eleven, eleven, then put some delicious cheese on your sandwich.
If you do not make a wish, wennh the thyme is eleven, eleven, then

Hello. Please come in!

take a piece of bread from your pile, and begin eating it. Do not stop
Welcome to The Perfect Meal.

eating bread until another question, relates to you.

Please take a seat at the table. I’m very pleased you have come to

If you offtinn text your friends while using the toilet, spread your

make your perfect meal.

sandwich with ketchup using the knife.

Okay, let’s start.

That’s very good.

I am going to read you some instructions. Please pay very close

If you Google, your own name, once in a while, place the bright,

attention.

yellow piece of pickled daikon radish on the top of the glorious heap
building in front of you.

Please put a beautiful glove on your dominant hand.
You are most likely feeling sleepy today. If you’ve spent the night
sleeping on the studio couch before, use the knife to spread some

Place a piece of bread on your plate.

green gwocamowlé on top of your meal.
That’s nice.
That is a nice slice of ball owe knee, isn’t it?

If you, at times,

Now, for the toppings. If you check your ee male, or social media, in

find the laughter of others distracting or agitating, you should place

the morning while you’re still in bed, use the knife to spread a thick

a slice of ball owe knee on your sandwich.

layer of mustard on your bread.
If you ever wear headphones in the studio without music playing, in
If you take your clothes off next to your bed at night, and wake up

order to avoid speaking with people, then, place a pickle on your

with them on the floor, place a piece of lettuce onto your bread.

sandwich.

If you sometimes wear the same clothes that you placed on the floor the

If you have ever kepped a birthday present you bought for someone

night before, then take a piece of lettuce from your neighbor, and

else, place a piece of bread on your sandwich.

place it on your bread.
If you have seen your studio members on the tinder app, place a pickle
If you set a series of wake-up alarms each morning, place a piece of

in the cup of your neighbor.

pepper on your sandwich for each alarm you set.
If there are not enough pieces of pepper, then enjoy finishing your

Do you want to be a graphic designer? If you do want to be a graphic

bright orange awthentick Fantah drink from the drinking glass.

designer, stack all the cucumbers onto your sandwich.

If you have not called your mother in the last two days, place all of

If, you find that you are often, checking ee-male or social media in

your pepparonys on the sandwich of your neighbor.
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Work: The Perfect Meal
Below and following pages: Stills from the video documentation of participants responding to the questions and instructions.

bed, before you fall asleep at night, place some purple on-yon on top
of your meal.
If you feel that you are mostly honest with yourself, place another
piece of bread atop your sandwich.
If, you have ever been, a part of a Lewnar, Mawar, conditional design
weekend workshop, insert a tooth pick through your sandwich.
This is your perfect sandwich.
Enjoy a bite of your perfect sandwich. Bite it now.
Thank you for coming to this meal. You, may leave, now.

Note: Word spellings and punctuation have been modified to help the
text-to-voice generator pronounce and pace the instructions properly.
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Work: The Perfect Meal

The residue after the meal. Participants assembled unique sandwiches based on their responses to the
questions and statements.
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Interview:
Peter Mendelsund

Interview

It begins with listening
M Hi Peter. I wanted to start
off by listening to a piano piece, if
that’s okay with you.
P Sure, yeah. It would be a pleasure.

[Music plays Frédéric Chopin’s
Ballade No. 1, Op. 23 in G minor
performed by Arthur Rubinstein]

P I know that piece inside and out. I can play it
inside of my head. What recording was that?

M It’s by Arthur Rubinstein.
P Oh yeah, the Arthur Rubinstein is the one
that I have. I actually had two recordings of that when
I was a kid, the Horowitz recording and the Rubinstein
recording. The Rubinstein one is on an album called
“The Chopin I Love.”

M Yeah, that’s the one that I have
too.
P Definitely the first piece of music I ever fell

Peter Mendelsund is a recovering pianist and book cover designer
based in Manhattan, New York. He was previously the Associate
Art Director at Knopf Books and is best known for his stunning
book cover designs such as Stieg Larsson’s Girl with the Dragon
Tattoo trilogy. He is equally (if not more) committed to his music
practice as he is to his design practice. I was interested in speaking
with Peter about his music background and if or how that informs
his design practice. Our conversation touched upon topics such
as what it means to rehearse design, visualizing music, design as
composition, and the role of a score.
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been a personal thing for me. However,
during grad school, I found myself not
having time to practice or even touch
an instrument.
P Did you study music in college? What kind of
background did you have?

M For undergrad, I studied graphic design at Washington University in
St. Louis. I had tried to continue to
play in an ensemble, but because I was
majoring in something else, it didn’t
quite work out. It was a shame for me
to let go of music. I was also classically trained in music growing up with
taking theory tests, going to piano
competitions, the usual. These experiences stay with you and kind of shape
you into who you are.
P Oh, absolutely, absolutely.
M Or even how we see or hear the
world around us.
P You may absolutely be the first graphic designer I’ve ever spoken to who’s had experience with
classical piano.

in love with.

M Nice.
P Do you play?
M Yes, I do play. To introduce myself a little, I am currently a graduate student at RISD in the graphic
design program. Music has been something I’ve grown up with. I started
playing the piano at the age of five.
Starting from middle school, I picked
up the violin and viola and played in
orchestras through high school. Then
in college, I actually played for a
while in an ensemble. Music has always

M Oh really? I can say the same
for you. Whether your background as a
pianist is directly connected to the
work you do now or not, I’m really interested in having a conversation with
you about a few topics.
P Yeah, it would be a pleasure. You just let me
know whatever you want to ask and feel free. Let’s
talk about it.

Interview: Peter Mendelsund

Design is endlessly rehearsed
M In your monograph, you stated that design is not performed, but
rather it is endlessly rehearsed. With
design, you are allowed to mistakes,
whereas in the concert hall mistakes
are not allowed. I thought that was
interesting give that you come from a
performance background. Can you speak
a little to that?
P Oh yeah, I remember saying that. I think
what I meant by that is something different than I’m
going to say now, but now that you’ve brought up the
idea of making mistakes, I think I have a better idea
of what I should mean by that, which is that I realized
at some point that I actually enjoyed practicing the
piano more than I enjoyed performing on the piano.
There were a couple of reasons for that, the first of
which was I really enjoyed the practice of figuring
out methodologies to overcome various kinds of
difficulties. I’ve been playing the piano for forty-five
years now. So I have sort of a system in place, and
when I’m playing some new part of a repertoire that
I don’t know, the very first thing I do… I mean I tend
to know most of the repertoire by year, so I sort of
know ahead of time what sort of the difficult passage
work will be and I always start there, whether it’s at
the end of the piece, the middle of the piece, or the
beginning of the piece. I just instantly start on something that I think might just be physically difficult,
and then I sort of try to figure out ways to overcome
those difficulties.8 Generally speaking, you have to
try a lot of things to figure out what works. You have
to try a lot of fingerings, you have to figure out how
you are going to move your wrists, how to move your
arms. You are going to have to figure out what kind
of mental preparations, in terms of approaching that
passage works, is going to make it easier to do. Now
all these sort of methods that you employ, I realized
that I really loved that part of playing the piano, that
kind of problem solving. In a way, that iterative process is very similar to the iterative process of making
a design. You can have an idea about what kind of,
say, book jacket you are going to make, what the
content of that jacket is going to be. And then, you
start putting that jacket together, but it doesn’t really
work at first. You try to figure out what the areas of
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difficulty are going to be in terms of communicating
that idea that you are going to communicate, and
then you just work on them. You try to solve solutions
to that particular problem. I think that kind of making
mistakes and error correction is very similar to the
way of practicing. Do you know what I mean?

M Yeah, definitely. Now that
you’ve explained it, it makes a lot of
sense. I’ve actually been thinking how
pianists or performers, rehearse all
in preparation for that final performance.
P Yeah, of course.
M But, in many ways, a final performance can be viewed as a rehearsal,
but just with an audience.
P Often the best performances of the piece
you’ll do could be in the practice room. The idea of
rehearsing, again like you said so beautifully, is that
you’re rehearsing for this particular event. The idea
is that event is the summation of all of your practice.
And it can be, but it can also be a train wreck. I mean,
the circumstances that allow you to perform well on
one given night as opposed to another is so complex
and hard to unravel, that you never know how you are
going to perform on that night. Glenn Gould referred
to this as “bloodsport aspect” of performing on the
piano. He’s a great example of someone who is a
constantly talented pianist, a genius in every possible
meaning of that word, but he hated to perform for
this reason.9 The performance wasn’t necessarily the
summation of his work on a particular piece; it was
just a particular iteration of it. And with design, as
within the practice room, you can keep working and
working and working, and the thing will get better,
better, and better, and if you do have… as the best
performance of the piece in your practice room, does
it matter if nobody heard it? I mean, there it is.

M Right.
P Of course, when you’re making comps on
your computer, you can just stop, then, when you’ve
done something that you think is great and say, I’m
done now. And then that particular “performance”
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is sort of frozen in time, and there it is. It’s sort of as
if you were recording yourself in the practice room,
as Glenn Gould did towards the end of his life. He
left the field of performance and entered the field of
recording because he recorded himself constantly for
that reason. So then, his practice as a pianist became
much more akin to the practice I think most designers have where they can just work and work and work
until they get something that’s great. Then they can
stop and share that. I think in a way he was obsessive
about control. I think I probably am too. One of the
exciting, but also prodigious aspects of performing
is that you really give up a fair amount of control.
Anything can happen on stage. You have to go into
that situation with a certain amount of confidence
that what happens is just going to happen.

That kind of speculative thinking is really terrible for
the stage, especially when you’re thinking about the
way memory functions. And you’ve probably had this
experience many times. If you’re a classical pianist,
you have to memorize the repertoire. When you’re
playing, and you start to second guess your memory,
that’s when your memory disappears.

M Yeah, like you’ve said before,
you must have that sangfroid or coolness under pressure.

M Yeah, I totally can relate to
you. That has definitely happened at
least a few times where on stage you
second guess yourself and the whole
thing just falls apart.

P You could also just say a kind of bravery in
the face of the unknown. I’m not sure that I have that
in a way. I’ve met a lot of famous classical pianists
and they all have some degree of almost a level of
autism about the way they perform, meaning that
there is no real awareness of the fears incumbent in
making mistakes. They are just so sublimely confident. Thinking of people like Evgeny Kissin, who
just doesn’t worry about what’s going to go wrong.10
His confidence is so one hundred percent solid in
everything going right. I think your brain has to be
configured at birth to really feel that way. For me, I’m
always thinking what if I do this, or what if I do that.

8
Here, Peter is referring to a
rehearsal section!
9
Glenn Herbert Gould
was a Canadian pianist who was
considered one of the greatest
pianists of the 20th century. He was
particularly renowned for his ability
to articulate the polyphonic texture
of Johann Sebastian Bach’s music.
Not only was he a pianist, he was
also a writer, composer, conductor
and broadcaster. Gould disliked
the concert hall, and much rather
preferred the control and intimacy
provided by the recording studio.
After his final public performance

M I completely understand that
feeling.
P You have to have ultimate and consummate
confidence in your ability to remember something.
You also don’t need that in the practice room. You
have the score in front of you or there are just not the
same pressures.

P Yeah, totally terrifying. There are different
kinds of memory, but there is a memory based on
habit. That’s the memory that tends to be unreliable
when you’re in the concert hall. I remember Murray
Perahia once saying in a masterclass how he always
performed these really intricate Schenkerian analyses
on all the works that he plays for this reason.11
There was a student at that masterclass who forgot
what the passage was and he said to the student,
“You shouldn’t forget because you should infinitely
know the harmonic structure of work.” That was his

in 1964, he devoted his career
solely to the studio, recording
albums and radio documentaries.
He preferred how the process of
recording gave him total artistic
control over the final outcome.
Likewise, Peter also makes similar
comparisons to his music and
design career and what each
affords him in the creative process.
10
Evgeny Igorevitch Kissin
is an Israeli-Russian-British
classical pianist. He first came
to international fame as a child
prodigy. He is known for his
interpretations of the works of

the Romantic era, particularly
those of Frédéric Chopin, Sergei
Rachmaninoff and Franz Liszt.
11
Murray Perahia is an
American concert pianist and
conductor. Schenkerian analysis
is a method of musical analysis of
tonal music based on the theories
of Heinrich Schenker (1868–1935).
The goal of a Schenkerian analysis
is to interpret the underlying
structure of a tonal work and to
help reading the score according
to that structure. The analysis
reveals hierarchical relationships
among its pitches.

Heinrich Schenker’s Frédéric Chopin, Étude
in C-Moll, Op. 10, No. 12 analysis detail
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hedge against that type of forgetting, just an absolute intense scholarship of theory behind a piece of
music. I think there are just so many terrors that are
incumbent with performing, and I just realized at
some point that practicing was way more fun for me.

M Yeah.
P The older I get, actually the more I enjoyed
performing, so I’m not sure if that’s still true, but it
was definitely at the point when I left the piano that I
was very happy to never ever perform again.

M Haha.
P That’s what’s nice about design. It’s also
what’s nice about writing, painting, or any of those art
forms where you can get something just the way you
want it before it goes public.

Design as composition
M Yeah, so perhaps it’s also about
the level of control or composing the
final piece. I think this leads us to
thinking about design and composition.

Design as Composition

there are octaves and it gets loud, and there’s that
fast section. I can sort of picture in my mind’s eye not
only the structure of the piece, but the way the piece
looks on the page.

M Yeah, right.

P Yeah, let’s see. Music, playing music, writing

P Like if we’re talking about Chopin, think

music, was sort of the first exposure I had to the idea
of artistic architecture. It’s a fun thing to say, architecture, because there is architecture to music, but
it’s architecture in time. It’s not architecture in space
the way most architecture is, but there are analogies
there. There is structure to the way pieces of music
are built. Think of sonata form, for instance, in which
you have the twin pillars of the schematic material
and the reconfiguration, and then you have all of your
development arch in the middle of the very simple
structure. I think thinking in terms of those structures, you can apply that same thinking to, say, the
structure of a novel. The couple meets, something
comes in between the couple, and then the couple
reunites. That’s sort of your sonata form. It’s what
Bakhtin called a chronotope. There are these similar
types of structures in time literary fiction. But there’s
also structures in space. If you put something on, just
thinking of the rectangle in terms of book design, if
you put something in one part of the rectangle, then
it only means something by relation to something
else in one other part of the rectangle. They have to
relate to one another. Those things relate according
to structures. I would say that it’s not just understanding the theoretical underpinnings of a piece that give
you a sense of musical structure. I think that it’s just
as much, as an ordinary pianist learning a piece of
music, you learn certain kinds of pattern recognition.
So let’s say you are learning the Chopin ballade that
we listened to. If I’m thinking through that piece,
then I can think through the piece visually. Can you
sort of think through the piece visually? You know
that it opens with this sort of recipe of styled things.
It’s rhythmic at the beginning, it’s not a lot. And then
there’s that very quick run in the right hand that’s dramatic. And then, everything starts to speed up, and

about the etudes. Almost every one of those etudes
has a sort of repetitive shape that happens over and
over and over again. There’s also this level, like above
the sort of deep structure, there’s this question of
actual musical shape. That’s another thing that you
learn. So, in a way music is visual. I think that when
we learn a piece or when we sight read, those are the
first things that we tune into. If you are sight-reading,
obviously you have to be anticipating what’s coming
up next.12 Part of that is anticipating what the next
modulation is going to be, but it’s also taking a very,
very, quick glance up at the page away from your
hands. And in that very brief microsecond, taking the
shape, right?

12
Sight-reading is the act of
reading the score and playing the
music (physically or mentally) at
first sight, without preparation.
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M Yes, absolutely.
P It’s black and white and it’s a shape of some
kind. Maybe it’s an arpeggio, maybe it goes up and
down. Or maybe it’s some sort of scalar pattern, or
maybe it’s a series of chords that play in one direction or another. In that microsecond, that’s what
you’re looking for. You’re looking for shape. There is
something about performing on an instrument that
is highly visual. I think pattern recognition is really
important too because once you become good at
pattern recognition, it’s applicable to almost anything
in the arts. When I read a book, for instance, that I’m
going to design a cover for, people always tell me
that I read quickly. The reason I think I read quickly is
I’m also doing that kind of anticipation that I do when
I sight read. I’m anticipating what the author’s next
move might be, but I’m also very quick to zoom in,
even optically zoom in on the part of the page where
something important is going to be, which I think that
we all do when we read. There is something about a

The Italian word for it is a prima
vista meaning “at first sight.”
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lot of sight-reading and a lot of learning repertoire on
the piano or on an instrument that makes you particularly good at that. I think with a visual composition,
you do the same thing. If there’s some part of the
composition that isn’t working, you can see quickly
what that is and address it. I think in a way, that ability
which gets worked over and over again when you
practice an instrument, plus just the discipline that
you need to play a classical instrument and the ability
to sit down alone for maybe ten hours a day and just
get it done. Those are the two things that have been
most helpful to me as a designer.

M Yeah definitely. I believe that
music is inherently a visual discipline. We see certain shapes and patterns, ebbs and flows, and even bring
in our own images based on personal
experiences. I don’t think that everyone approaches music in that same way.
Do you think listening to music can be
compared to the experience of reading
literature?
P The only difference there is with something
semantic like literature are words and what makes
them efficacious is the fact that they have meaning.
They have specific meaning about specific things.
Maybe not specific things, but they have meaning
that apply to the real world, things in the world.
Music doesn’t have that kind of meaning unless that
meaning is applied programmatically afterwards or
the music is alive in some sort of text. Otherwise,
music doesn’t really refer to anything except itself.
So, if you do see things in your head while listening
to music, that is fine, but you don’t need to in order
to have a full aesthetic appreciation of the music you
are listening to. Nothing in music demands that you
do that. Some people are synesthesiac so they have
those type of responses to music. Some people just
naturally like to create narrative when they listen to
things, like you imagine a babbling book when listening to a Mozart symphony. But really, what’s profound
about music is exactly the fact that it doesn’t point at
the world. It doesn’t map the world in any particular
way. All that music does is refer to itself. So, it doesn’t
need to be visual from the vantage point of a listener.
I think weighing more from the vantage point of an
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interpreter is visual. When we are sitting down and
we are playing music, we are thinking through that
piece on some level visually because that’s how we
learned it. There are, of course, some musicians who
are maybe blind at birth who learn everything by ear,
but I would say that 99.9% of the people who play
classical music, we learn from scores and we learn
from looking at our hands. We learn from looking at
other musicians play, and there’s so much seeing
involved. Not to mention the cross-medium metaphors we use, like notes that oscillate quickly are
high, and notes that oscillate slowly are low. There’s
all these kinds of metaphors to describe music that
are spatial metaphors, but actually as performers, as
practitioners, we really learn pieces, we take them in,
we form them by on some level seeing them.

M Yes, definitely. I think with
music and sound, they feel closer to
the body. For example, a loud sound
causes your body to react immediately. However, with images the effect is
not as immediate. It takes a bit more
unpacking and uncoding. I’m interested
in what your thoughts are on the effects of image versus music.
P Let’s see. That’s a tough one. I’ll start out
with my personal relationship to those media. I’m way
more affected by music than I am by a visual channel.
Something I’ve seen in a museum, a painting or a
photograph, has never really shaken me to my core
the way a piece of music has. I feel like music has
always been, of all the media that I’ve been involved
in, the one most viscerally affected. I don’t think that
I’m alone in that. I think it’s a very common thing to
say actually. I’m not sure why that is. I think in a way
it’s because music, again, does not refer to the world
overtly. It speaks a language that is way closer to
the language of thought and feeling, almost directly,
purely than something that references the punitive
outside world could ever do. I think there are those
structures in music that really get close to a pure
emotive language as you could possibly get. For
me, music is way more affecting than a work of art
could ever be. I also do think that works of art that
do take place in time, that unfold over time, are more
affecting in some ways. It’s just dramatically because
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that’s how we experience the world, right? We don’t
experience the world all at once. We have expectations and those expectations are frustrated, or they
are satisfied, or something happens and it metamorphosizes. Things exist in time, and we exist in time.
To see a piece of art that is, I mean nothing is truly
static obviously. When you’re standing in front of a
piece of art, even in a museum, a painting, you move
around and time passes as you look at it. But the work
itself is immutable. It doesn’t change. So I think in a
way, that’s great on the one hand, you can take it in
a glance and there’s something great about that. I
will say one of the reasons I love design as opposed
to say composition is that with design I can see
everything I’m working on at once. Whereas say when
I work on a novel, it’s really hard because you have
to keep the whole thing in your head. You make a
change to something in chapter one that might affect
something in chapter seven or chapter thirty-two.
It’s the same thing with composing a piece of music.
The difficulty there is that you really have to take this
thing that exists in time and you have to hold it in
your head while you’re building it. Design is so much
easier for that reason. All of your materials are right
out there in front of you at any given time.
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Visualizing music and scores
M Actually, one thing that has
been explored throughout history is
the desire to visualize music. That
was one of the first things I was
interested in during grad school. I
think visualizing music can be approached both objectively and subjectively. If breaking it down objectively, pitch could be represented by a
certain shape or tonal quality relates
to a certain color. Recently, I think
that is the very typical approach of
visualizing music. I recently talked Alisa Wolfson, graphic designer and
co-founder of Lampo.
P Oh, no.
M Yeah, Lampo is an organization
in Chicago that works with artists and
musicians on experimental music, sound
art and intermedia projects. They
collaborate with artist and musicians
to host concerts. We talked about how
she approached Lampo’s identity design in this context. She mentioned
they didn’t want to impose an image
onto the music especially since they
didn’t know what the performance was
going to be like the night of the concert. They wanted to be respectful of
the artist’s work, so they resorted to
pure blocks of color. An analogy they
made to this was standing in front
of a Franz Klein Black painting. Some
people look at it and think it’s the
definition of art, while others may
think it’s just a boring, black painting. It’s almost saying that there are
limitations to visualizing work when
you try to visualize music because
maybe it’s not possible to a certain
extent.
P It’s certainly possible to visualize music
in a multitude of ways. I don’t think that anything
specific abstract music demands that visualization

George Crumb, Makrokosmos, Volume I, Spiral Galaxy, 1972.
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one or another, I think it’s possible to do. It is quite
possible to interpret a piece of music visually. For me,
again because I think in terms of the score. Have you
ever heard of the German word notizbild? It means
“note-picture.” It means the picture that is associated
in the score with. When I hear a piece of music if I’m
going to visualize something. I tend to visualize the
contours that are made in the score. However, there’s
lots of music that has been made visual that I really
love. Do you know the puppeteer named Basil Twist?
He did a version of Symphonie Fantastique at Lincoln
Center years ago which he performed with these
colorful claws inside of this massive water tank. It
was totally abstract. It was incredibly beautiful. It was
just so well choreographed. Then there’s people like
George Crumb, a visual composer of the 20th century. Do you know Xenakis’ music at all?

almost like proto-garage band style things. He’s an
interesting character too. Before he was a composer,
he worked in the atelier Le Corbusier. He was one of
the people who designed buildings under the name
Le Corbusier including this pavilion that was built for
a World’s Fair where there was a piece of music by
Edgar Varèse who was supposed to be performing.
He designed that for Le Corbusier. He’s an interesting
case because he wasa very visual as well as musical
character. I even enjoy something like Fantasia, which
is the most ridiculous thing possible.

M Yes!

M Haha.

P He was a really interesting composer, one of

P Which is ridiculous. Beethoven would be

the great experimental, serial composers of the middle part of the century. Yeah, if you look on YouTube
they’ll probably have a bunch of his films, which he
made these very visual abstract representations of
the music that he wrote. They exist in time. They are

totally outraged. On the other hand, it’s fun and it’s
great. But like I said, there’s nothing in that music that
necessitates that particular vision. Even Scriabin, the
most visual of any composer, in the sense that he literally affiliated and associated colors with the pieces
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M Me too.
P You hear the Pastoral Symphony by Beethoven and there’s a bunch of nymphs and unicorns
loping around.

Design as Composition

that he wrote because he was synesthesiac.13 In fact,
I don’t know if you know this, but he made this organ,
the color organ. Do you know about this?

M No, the color organ?
P Yeah he designed this organ that was supposed to be deployed in some of the last pieces he
wrote, like the Prometheus: Poem of Fire and Poem of
Ecstasy. The idea was that this organ would be played
and also project colors on a wall. The colors were
not pre-programmed. For every tonality there was a
color. For instance, for E major he saw, let’s say, bright
yellow. So every time you were in E major, you’d see
bright yellow. A flat minor would be brown, say. My
daughter has perfect pitch, she has synesthesia, and
she sees totally different colors than he did. I guess
my point is there is nothing objective, I think, about
what we visualize when we listen to music, except
maybe generally speaking that we might see something up high when there’s a high note or something
down low when there’s a low note. There is a sort of
typical mapping that we tend to see, but other than
that I think that it’s very very individual.

M Yeah, I think we all experience
music visually on a personal, subjective level. Moving back to the topic of
scores. What does a score mean to you?
P What a score means to me is that it’s a gateway to a piece of music. When I’m working on a design, I’m not thinking about music overtly. Like I said,
I think some of those skills get deployed, which are
also deployed when you’re playing a piece of music
or learning a piece of music. But I don’t think any of
it is conscious. In terms of a score, I think scores are
just the most beautiful things in the world. But I think
they’re beautiful for associative reasons because
of what they symbolize. For me, I’ll see a score and
I’ll hear the piece of music that it’s a notation of. It’s
really the fact that it’s an associative beauty. Taken
on their own, they are very rarely really beautiful.
Again, there are examples of beautiful scores. I was

13
In my interview with
Hannah Chan-Hartley, she also
references Scriabin and his color
sensibilities. ›› Pg. 65
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learning The Art of the Fugue a couple of years ago,
and some of those scores are really visually beautiful
because there’s such incredible symmetry to them.
The way that they look on the page is just extraordinary because they tell the story in a way of the music.
In a way, the music is so abstract that there’s a kind of
parallelism between what happens sonically and what
happens visually. In a way, I think that’s more true of
Bach than other composers. It’s hard for me because
when I look at a score I hear things, whether there is
music playing or not. Looking at a score for me is not
a purely visual encounter.

M When you think about scores
during the Fluxus movement, they were
basically generators of action. The
score was a set of instructions for
someone to enact. The work isn’t complete until someone enacts it. In the
same way, when a composer writes a
score, it’s never complete until it is
played, interpreted or performed.
P I think that’s a beautiful idea and I’m with
you one hundred percent, the only exception I think
is someone like Bach where in fact whatever the performance is is in a way a degeneration of the work because the work is so purely perfect. Again, with The
Art of the Fugue, nobody knows how it’s supposed to
be performed, whether it’s supposed to be performed
on an organ or two manual keyboard or two manual
keyboard for hands or by recorder ensemble or a
mood synthesizer or by a series of lutes and violas. It
could be anything. The reason is that in a way, it’s not
meant to be performed. It’s a pure piece of thought.
It’s wonderful to hear it enacted, always, but in a way
you always feel like that particular occurrence of that
piece is flawed. It can never be as perfect as what’s
on the page. It’s almost like a religious thinking, but
yeah, I think you are right in every other instance. It’s
true that music exists to be performed, to be enacted. The score is a spur of a kind.

A selection of some of my favorite music and non-music
related books covers designed by Peter Mendelsund.
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P Let’s say you’re designing something in
InDesign and you have forty pages of InDesign comps
leading up to whatever your final version of that thing
is. You can look at all of those comps as a series of
performances. They are all versions that gravitate
around the same material, but they are all different
interpretations of that material. There’s lots of metaphors you can use to bridge the gap between these
various media. They are very different in many ways,
but I do think there are some connections. Are you
still practicing these days?

M Unfortunately, not since I’ve
come to grad school. I do plan on
starting again after I graduate!
P Mary! Get back to it!
M I know! I love the physical
feeling of practicing and playing an
instrument. It’s very freeing.
P Yeah. Even the physical satisfaction of doing
something like that with your hands. One of the great
things about doing it for so many years is that you get
better at it and certain things that were hard are all of
a sudden not hard and you can just enjoy the physical
feeling of playing things that are challenging. Even
that is worth it. Not to mention just the spiritual rewards of immersing yourself in really great music.

M It’s really inspiring to hear
that you are still playing and it’s so
much a part of who you are.
P Oh god, I love it. I’ll tell you something I
really want for my fiftieth birthday, which is next year.
I did a little bit of recording at Manhattan School of
Music a couple of years ago. I want to spend time
in my fiftieth year going back there or to Juilliard
and actually make a CD because there’s a program I
would really love to play right now. I think it would be
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fun at some point to go back and record. I still practice every single day. I love it more than anything.
Having the distance too of not having to be a pianist
means that a lot of things have gotten easier in terms
of playing for me. There isn’t the pressure anymore,
so I can actually really enjoy myself. It’s a huge part of
my life. You’ve got to get back to practicing.

M I totally agree! I definitely
plan on doing that, and I thank you
for the encouragement as well. I’d
like to end with finally asking you a
question about you as a book cover designer. When you do have the chance to
design covers for music related books,
does your approach differ from how you
would design any other book cover? Do
you feel more excited working on books
that are related to music?
P Generally speaking, if I’m working on a music book it’s because I have something to do with the
publication of it. Either I helped sign it up or know the
author. I’ve met a lot of really interesting musicians
who I’ve been a big fan of my whole life and that’s
been wonderful. It adds a certain amount of pressure.
A couple of years ago I did a book jacket for Ian Bostridge.14 That was probably the best music designing
experience I’ve ever had because I was really allowed
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Music sketches by Peter Mendelsund, Design Bureau
Magazine, 2011.

M I love how you put it. A score
can just stand on it’s own as a pure
object or piece of art. In some instances, it’s not meant to be performed or enacted at all.
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Ian Bostridge, Schubert’s Winter Journey:
Anatomy of an Obsession, 2014. Cover design
by Peter Mendelsund.
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to do what I wanted to do with the cover. This is a
book about Winterreise by Franz Schubert Lieder. We
did a white jacket for the book that is blind debossed.

M Oh yeah, I’ve seen that one
before.
P I think it worked really well with the design in
terms of representing the stark beauty of that particular song cycle. But also, it led to me being able to play
with the debossed technique, which was incredibly
exciting. That was the night I performed Winterreise
with him. He’s probably the greatest interpreter of
that piece, certainly alive, but probably over the last
fifty years. Being able to perform with him was, what
they call in the business world, synergy. It was just
such a great experience because I got to think about
this thing visually, I got to read the book, and to some
extent be involved in editorial decisions about the
text of the book, and then also got to participate in
material musically. In a way, that was really the ultimate example of that. All in all, I like to work on music
14
Ian Bostridge is an
English tenor, well known for his
performances as an opera and

books because I feel like I know the territory so well.
I’ll always have ideas. I’m never lapse for ideas.

M Also, it allows you engage in
conversation or music on an extra level.
P Yeah, that’s right. Most of the time, interestingly, I found that the musicians that I’ve worked with
have not had strong opinions about what something
should look like and really let me do what I like to do,
which is great. The times that I’ve gotten the opportunity to do it have been really fun.

M I want to be respectful of your
time. Thank you again so much for
sharing with me about your music and
design practice.
P I’m happy to talk to someone about it. Like
I said, you’re one of the few people, actually the only
person I know of that can actually have this conversation with.

lieder (poems made into songs
arranged for piano and voice)
singer.

M Yeah, for me too.

P Yeah, you absolutely should do it. At any

P Oh, many years ago, I did an interview with

age, it’s totally worth doing. It’s good for your mind
and good for your soul. It makes all the work you
do better.

Design Bureau Magazine. There was a period where
I was doing sketches, design sketches of visual
representations of pieces that I was practicing. I
remember there was one Debussy piece in particular
where I did a bunch of visual sketches of. Let me see
if I even saved a copy. Oh, here it is. It is a magazine
called Design Bureau. I wrote a short piece about
music and there’s a couple of examples of CD and
record covers that I had made. There’s also, in that
magazine, a sketch of a visualization of one of the
Debussy etudes I was working on. I will send you a
photo of it right now.

M Absolutely, I agree.
P Yeah, so keep in touch.
M Of course! Thank you again
Peter. It was a pleasure talking to
you.
P It was a pleasure talking with you too.
Have a great evening and say hi to Rob [Giampietro]
for me.

M Alright, wonderful.
P There’s two things. I had done a sort of
animation years ago of a Ligeti piece, which is in the
lower left hand corner. It’s actually a visualization of
the music, a plot of what it feels like to actually play,
like what your mind does as you’re playing. I’ve done
a couple of these things.

M Will do. Thank you. You too!
Bye.

M These are beautiful.
P Oh, thank you. They were fun to do.
M Definitely. I’m really thankful that I got a chance to meet you. I
just wanted to ask if there’s any last
notes or last thing you wanted to add?
P Yeah, if I think of anything I’ll shoot you an
email, but I think we covered a lot. Let me know if
there’s anything else.

M Yeah, thank you for encouraging
me to practice again. I find for me,
designing and practicing an instrument
somehow inform each other.
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A Collaborative Space

Note
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In Janet Cardiff’s sound sculpture The Forty Part Motet,
she spatializes and disassembles a choral performance and
brings it into a gallery setting.1 Forty voice parts are each
piped to individual speaker allowing the visitor to physically
engage with the voices and feel the sculptural construction
of the piece. This acoustically evocative sound piece invites,
provokes, and engages an audience beyond the original
performance. The sculptural performance not only includes
the singing parts, but also the activities during the intermission, a part Cardiff had not originally planned on including,
but later did because “it made the people into real people.”
During this break period, each speaker represented a
person—someone laughs, coughs, murmurs or yells before
looping into the music performance again. This exposure
and placing equal importance on the intermission of a
performance has helped me to consider the role of audience,
collaborators, and the combination of the two in my process.
Collaboration in my process produces unexpected exchanges
and dialogue that make my design process more enriching.
Through group exhibitions and publications, teaching, and
commissioned projects, I work with others to expand and
inform my design practice in unexpected ways. Rather than
treating the intermission as a break, I view it as a space
where process is exposed and disparate people and methodologies are activated to inform a transdisciplinary practice.
1
Janet Cardif, The Forty Part Motet, 2011. A
choral performance of English composer Thomas
Tallis’ sixteenth-century composition Spem in
Alium, sung by the Salisbury Cathedral Choir.
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Intermission

The performance is played in a 14-minute loop
that includes 11 minutes of singing and 3 minutes
of intermission.

Re—
Place

An Atlas of Translations,
Place, and Time

Work

This book is a collection of activities, images, and
writings experienced over the course of a week
in Providence, Rhode Island by the RISD GD MFA
c/o 2017. This book was a collaborative project
where each student in my cohort designed eight
spreads that was then compiled into a book. In
my section, content is taken from various sources,
personal yet universal themes of origin of place
and change over time. Themes are portrayed
through library book titles and time is conveyed
through documenting cloud movements hourly
in a day. These systems of measurements
serve as pulses throughout the spreads. As one
moves from page to page, objective realities are
juxtaposed with subjective interpretation, serving
as a form of counterpoint.

Opening spread of my section. The structure of my section is based on a shelf of books I found at Brown University’s John D.
Rockefeller, Jr. Library. The first page establishes the system by outlining the book spines which become the titles for each
spread. Images on each spread were paired with a corresponding quote from that book and an image I took while exploring
Providence, RI. In the top left and right corners of each spread, an image of the sky was recorded at various hours of a day and
used as a device to mark time on each spread.
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Below and following pages: The Atlas was a collaborative project. Each student in my cohort designed eight spreads that was then
compiled into a book.
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Work: Re—Place
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Work: Re—Place
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Intermission
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I collaborated with Boyang Xia and Wooksang Kwon to design the cover for the atlas. Based on the way we pinned up our work
on the studio wall, we wanted to have the cover reflect the manner and scale in which we worked as a class. The final book cover
was a gridded wall of letter-sized paper pinned to the wall to form the type. The first page of each person’s section in the book
was distributed in the grid.
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Work: Re—Place
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ROI:
Return on Investment

A graphic design
group exhibition

Work

Installing banners at the entrance of the Graphic Design Commons. I designed a set of 12 banners that were hung at the entrance to
introduce and enforce the graphic language of the show. The text below was also in v.1. ›› Pg. 168

As art and design students, we generally enter school
knowingly investing our time and resources into an
unknown outcome. Whether the investment culminates
in a job or a specific practice or not, creativity is present
in every step of the process. ROI: Return on Investment
explored creativity as a product, process, and idea
marketed and sold within the institution. It brought up
164
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questions such as: “How is creativity commodified?”
and “How do students and artists contribute to and
participate in the market?”
The exhibition was created in the context of Design
and the Gallery, a Graphic Design class taught by Jiminie
Ha in collaboration with artist Cyril Duval (item idem).2
The course explored the boundaries of traditional
graphic design and its role in the gallery. Rather than
resorting to conventional 2D or 3D solutions such as the
signage and wall captions typical of shows in gallery
spaces, students (myself included) were encouraged to
understand and design the gallery in a way that speaks
to the work in a more dynamic and spatial context. A
group of thirteen undergraduate and graduate students
from the Architecture, Digital + Media, and Graphic
Design departments participated in this iteration of the
course. Each brought his or her unique understanding of
visual language, technology, space, and materials, and
together we selected the show’s theme.
The gallery space was organized into three sections,
each focusing on a theme: invest, buy, and work. The
entrance displayed a series of hanging banners that
primed the viewer with hyper-branding, as in a version
of the RISD seal that replaced the school’s name with the
exhibition title.
A wall filled with lottery tickets and checks spoke to
the idea that entering an educational institution is a form
of both investment and risk. In the “buy” section of the
room, an avatar promoted the show, telling the viewer
to “buy” and “invest.” A wall of process work included
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2       The exhibition was
held in the RISD Graphic
Design Commons in the
Design Center December 8,
2015–January 7, 2016.

An avatar promoting the show greeted visitors at the entrance. Floor graphics were used to delineate each section of
the gallery and boxes and oversized hang tags were used as signage to further emphasize design as commodity.
Below: Panorama view of the show.

everything from coffee cups to rejected ideas — raising the
value of each step of the creative process in relation to
the final product. “Work” was represented by a stationary
bike that moved in response to animated graphics
triggered by a motion sensor. Thus the viewer was invited
to participate and physically interact by “working” the
show. ROI presented a playful, bold challenge — inviting
students and faculty to explore and critique what it means
to learn, practice, and perform art and design in the cycle
of creative capital.
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Work: ROI
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Entrance banners that reflected the graphic language of the show. Below: A motion-censored stationary bike that
triggered a graphic animation.

Intermission

v.1: A RISD
Grad Journal

Launching a publication

Work

169

v.1 was a RISD graduate publication that launched
out of the Graduate Studies 2-semester long
course Public(ation)s taught by Jen Liese, Director
of the Writing Center, and Patricia Phillips, Dean
of Graduate Studies. The class was comprised of
14 students, including myself, from the various
graduate departments at RISD. v.1 sought to revive
a tradition of student publications.
The process of concepting, developing,
designing, executing, and launching the
publication generated new conversations in the
graduate student community and allowed me to
experience the process of working with a likeminded community to design a publication that
reflected the year. I collaborated with Diane Lee,
James Chae, and Prin Limphongpand to design
the book. I also designed the book jacket, which
functioned as the publication launch poster. This
double-sided poster allowed for the publication to
have 2 cover options. The table of contents from
the book are shown on one side of the poster to
give the viewer a preview to the work inside the
book. I decided to draw lines where the score and
fold marks were located to hint at the doublesided book jacket and its functionality.
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I design this double-sided v.1 poster that served as a book jacket and announcement poster. Fold and score marks are left visible to
signal the book jacket’s double-sided function. The table of contents from the book are shown to give the viewer a preview to the
work in the book.

Selected spreads I collaborated with Diane Lee, James Chae, and Prin Limphongpand to concept and design. 8.25 � 5.75 in., 175
pages. I also attended my first press check where I worked with Puritan Capital Press in Hollis, NH to color correct and learn more
about the printing process. I carefully considered how the poster side of the book jacket would be cropped when folded and
wrapped on the book.
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Work: v.1

171

Digital Light Projection

Proposing and teaching a
Wintersession course

Work

During Wintersession 2017, I collaborated with Da Wei
(D+M ’17) and taught a 5-week course in RISD’s
Digital + Media department called Digital Light Projection:
Deconstructing the Screen. Da and I were both interested
in working with light and sound and decided to propose
this Wintersession course together. This was also an
opportunity for me to expand my skill sets and learn
through the process of developing a syllabus, writing
prompts, leading class discussions, and initiating a final
class exhibition. Our class was made up of 14 students
undergraduate and graduate students ranging from
Architecture, Textiles, Experimental and Foundation
Studies, Industrial Design, Interior Architecture, and
Photography.

Students setting up for an analog projection mapping workshop in Fletcher, room 409. This workshop was followed
by another projection mapping workshop that was taught using technical software.
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Publication for the final class exhibition in the RISD Old Library. The packet contents that
reflected the concept of the class, which included a booklet with student projects and
writing, reflective and light related materials, and projection mapping tools.

Intermission
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Work: Digital Light Projection

“One might not think of light as a matter of fact, but
I do. And it is, as I said, as plain and open and
direct an art as you will ever find.”3
Dan Flavin

From the syllabus:

3       Dan Flavin, quoted
in Michael Gibson, “The
Strange Case of the
Fluorescent Tube,” Art
International 1 (Autumn
1987), 105.

Poster for course, 12 � 24 in., laser cut on acrylic sheet. The poster reflects the
course content playing with material, transparency, light, and shadow.
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This course embraces the concept of digital light projection
as a broad field of practice. Beginning with the camera
obscura, this experimental and multidisciplinary course will
involve a range of individual and collaborative exercises,
experiments, workshops, lectures, readings, discussions and
projects that explore digital light projection—site-specific,
LED related practices, immersive video and light projection
installations, interactive, and choreographic theater related
projection work—that continue to this day and shape the
parameters of visual perception and communication.
Deconstructing the concept of the screen, students are
encouraged to bring in their expertise and explore the
concept of the screen through investigating projection in
sculptural/architectural installation contexts in public and
private spaces. Video projection mapping, Arduino, and After
Effects are used to shape visual elements for light projection.
The potential for inventing new methods of manipulating light
will be highly encouraged.
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Projection mapping project by Asma Belhamar (Textiles ’17) using tracing paper and images of the landscapes of Dubai. Asma was
able to incorporate light projection into her practice and to experiment with her work at a larger scale.

Work: Digital Light Projection

Above: Students setting up for the final class exhibition in the RISD Old Library. Below: Work by Victoria Park (EFS).
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A variation of one of six 50 × 36 in. posters that was hung up around the RISD campus to promote
the RISD Grad Show 2017.
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At the end of each spring semester, RISD hosts a
Graduate Thesis Exhibition that presents fine art and
design work by the 235 students completing master’s
degrees in the 16 graduate departments. This year,
the show was on view in the Rhode Island Convention
Center’s 28,000 sq. ft. Hall A where the students in
the various departments share their two or three years
of research, experimentation, critical thinking and
production with the public. The exhibition is free and
open to the public from 12–5pm daily between May 25
and June 3, with an opening reception on May 24 from
6–8pm.
Each year, an individual or a group of graphic design
graduate student(s) are selected to design and execute
a graphic identity for the show. This year, Cem Eskinazi
and I were commissioned to develop the graphic
identity. Although we were not given a brief, we were
tasked to consider two things. The first was to develop
a flexible system that could be applied to a range of
dimensions from a vertical print advertisement to a
horizontal bus banner. The second was to consider the
scalability of the system, which would be applied to a
range of scale formats including: various poster sizes, a
website, web buttons, print ads, digital ads, bus banner,
social media, and animated gifs.
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Work: RISD Grad Show 2017

A score for building out the visual identity from modules to units to fields. The strict system allowed us to generate
multiple assets, which were then used to build multiple original compositions that still felt visually coherent.

RISD Grad Show 2017
Rules for building the identity system
1. MODULES
2. UNITS are groups of MODULES
3. FIELDS are repeated UNITS = hierarchy
Variations are created through:
Type size
Color
Repetition
Score gesture (start from bottom left to top right of module)
Joker = Smallest type size repeated and/or rotated + score
Sprinkles = Lowest level of information (Website, subtitles,
departments)
Level 1 = Degree of zig zag
There are 3 type sizes:
Level 3 = x
Level 2 = x*3.2
Level 1 = x*4.8
Module sizes are determined by:
Height = L1*3
Width = L1*3.75
Module stroke is determined by:
44% of weight of vertical stroke “H” in typeface of L3
** Repetition as a way to create hierarchy **

A module for each level of information. Each module had multiple variations and dimensions to support this flexible system. The
modules were built based on a ratio that allowed the modules to stack up perfectly into rectangular units.
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Work: RISD Grad Show 2017

The total variation of modules taken from our working Adobe Illustrator artboard.
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The flexible system allowed us to easily design multiple version of the posters. The system functioned like an endless wallpaper.
We designed a total of six 50 × 36 in. and two 18 × 24 in. posters that were hung up around the RISD campus. Following pages: 2 large
and 2 small poster variations.
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We designed print ads for the Providence Monthly distributed in Providence, Rhode Island and the Village Voice Education Guide
distributed in New York, New York.
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We designed a Save the Date gif that was distributed to the RISD community via email. The gif was also the first time the identity
was revealed. We used this as a chance reveal, but not give away, the identity system. The frames showed modules building up
into units. We saved revealing the complete visual identity in the social media application and finally the in the website. Below
are selected frames from the animated gif.

Work: RISD Grad Show 2017
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The identity was also applied to Facebook banners for the Grad Show page and opening reception event. We wanted to incorporate
an online link to each student’s work on the website, so we also designed a gif sent to grads to submit a link to their work. Above are
selected frames from the animated gif.
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We collaborated with Providence based studio Workshop to develop the website. The process involved a several meetings where
we discussed strategies for the function of the website, ways to build the interaction, and methods to push what a web format
could do for the identity. The website functioned as a large wallpaper where the user could hover and explore an endless, field-like
wallpaper. Each time the website was loaded, the page landed on a different field of the wallpaper. Based on how the website would
be developed technically, we came up with the solution of building a total of 39 square module variations that would repeat and
rotate through a random generator to create visually seamless patterns.

Work: RISD Grad Show 2017
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Some of the modules were also hoverable and clickable buttons that allowed one to access another layer of information such as more
details about the show, a Google maps to locate the venue, and a drop down menu of links to each student’s work online. The bottom
right hand corner of the website also had a module menu that allowed one to easily access the information.
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Bus ad that was applied to the Rhode Island Public Transit Authority buses. The bold and playful graphics added more color and fun to
the city. The application on a traveling bus made the message more accessible for the public.
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Design is not performed. It is, rather,
endlessly rehearsed.2
Peter Mendelsund

In music performance, I like to think of the final concert as
a rehearsal, but just with an audience. In my design process,
I treat each stage as a rehearsal space to ask questions, test
new ideas and even make mistakes. Rather than treating a
rehearsal as a private form of practice, I look to expose the
process by making it public through collaborations and inviting an audience to be a part of the work.

1

1
A graphic representing an open platform or
rehearsal space. Boundaries between the roles of
composer, performer, and audience are blurred.
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2
Peter Mendelsund, Cover (Brooklyn:
powerHouse Books, 2014), XIX.

Interview:
Alisa Wolfson

Interview
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M Hi Alisa, I wanted to start
by talking about Lampo. What really
stands out to me about Lampo and its
approach from the very beginning, is
how rooted it was in design.
A Yes, it’s rooted in design, and also inspired

M Much of this reminds me of what
happened during the Fluxus movement.
It was all about the live moment and
sharing in the experience.

Alisa Wolfson is the EVP Head of Design at Leo Burnett in Chicago,
IL and co-founder of Lampo, a group that promotes and supports
artists working in experimental music and intermedia by commissioning, producing and presenting special projects and performances. Lampo brings artists from across the U.S. and around the world
to Chicago, and offers the public rare opportunities to experience
their pioneering work in person. Lampo also organizes educational
programs and publishes written and recorded documents related to its series. I spoke with Alisa to discuss more about her role
with Lampo and how as a graphic designer she approaches identity
design, sound, collaboration, audience, and live-performance.
200
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A Yeah.
M Yeah. I read about how you guys
deliberately think about what happens
after each performance. What about the
residue after a performance? How can
you make that moment live on? I think
that gets into topics of documentation. How much do you even want to
document?
A Yeah. It’s funny because my husband who
does the programming, is pretty wary of even writing
about it or setting up the premise because that’s also
part of the discovery process of understanding where
you fit in with the piece. Over explaining what you
are going to have happen to you at the event feels
really strange. I think media or the printed material

Lampo, red silk screened posters, 1997.

by performance. Just this idea that the live performance is very important, and we didn’t ever want
to project the visualization of the live performance
necessarily in the design material. When we were first
starting, coming up with a logo felt really inauthentic,
so we tried not to use one. Coming up with a way to
show what experimental music looks like felt very
strange, so we tried to come up with a visualization
of Lampo that was sort of agnostic to how you would
imagine experimental music to be visualized. It seems
kind of cliché. But while it’s rooted in design, it’s also
rooted into this idea that it’s very art driven and a bit
more conceptual than it is practical even. We wanted
it to have a backbone and have people know what
that meant.

also convey that same agnostic quality to them. We
are not trying to portray what the experience will be
necessarily, but we’re trying to talk about the collection of all of these things together and how they
work together. For instance, earlier we would make
these red posters. They were always cut a certain way
because that was the most economical way to use
the paper material. They were always silk-screened,
and they were different shades of red because that
was something very interesting to us. Especially
coming from Chicago, we’re surrounded by these
Chicago bricks that you see everywhere. They are
always different colors and it felt very authentic, but
yet we never really talked about that we were doing
it that way, and we just sort of did it. We did it in a lot
of different ways with slight variations. People were
interested in that, but I think that as we started to see
a collection of those posters coming together, they
were very minimal and very straight forward. Very
Chicago, very earnest you know.

M Mhm.

Yves Klein, IKB 79, 1959.

A That’s when people started to say, “Oh I see
that you are trying to say something.” I think we were
ready and willing to be patient with that.

M I'm reminded of the International Klein Blue paintings.
A Oh yeah, definitely.

M I really admire that approach.
When you’re thinking about performance, concerts or live music nowadays, there’s always the typical approach of making things look flashy or
visually stimulating to portray sound.
A Yeah.
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M There’s something beautiful
about the wash of color that effortlessly invites a viewer in. You have to
step into the space in order to experience it for yourself. That visual experience comes with your participation of
being there and taking it all in.

An Open Rehearsal
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Franz Kline, Painting, 1952.

Interview: Alisa Wolfson

A Yeah! It’s funny that you talk about the Klein
Blue. We actually use the Franz Kline Black painting
as an analogy a lot when people ask what will the
concert or performance be like? [We say] it could
sound like this, or that’s what we heard, but we don’t
know what it’s going to be like that night or if at the
end, someone doesn’t particularly like the way it felt
or sounded, and has commentary on that. It is sort of
like standing in front of a Franz Kline Black Painting.
Some people look at that and think it is the definition
of art, and some people think it’s a black painting and
it’s pretty boring. I think we’re interested in both of
those remarks because there’s something very honest

about both of those. There’s a willingness to participate in that conversation that is more interesting. It’s
hard for me sometimes because I’m trying to detect
typography I’m a graphic designer. Early on, I had
more of the instinct to really be, not expressive. I’m
not an overly animated or expressive designer, more
rational, but try to do different things because I was
getting bored. It’s actually taken me more discipline
on this lights project at Lampo. I have much more
freedom. I work at a big advertising agency, I have
much more freedom to do whatever the hell I want
on those brands, as opposed to this very tight box
we’ve put ourselves in. That is actually to me, on the

outset of that, has been very satisfying and refreshing
to have that discipline and be that prescriptive about
how things look. We feel that’s exciting. I don’t know
if you’re familiar with the brand A.P.C.?

M Definitely.
A I just saw some of their recent work.
M Yeah, I just saw it on Instagram
this morning.
A It’s so reductive, and there are so many
things out there the world are overly done. It’s just
lovely. I want to be our own version of that because
I think that the content of the performance far outweighs the interpretation of the visual design. Maybe
there are some designers who more interested in the
visual design than the actual performance. I don’t
know. I would say you kind of get an either or situation.

M I think that Lampo's visual identity is very honest. It’s not

204

pretentious. I think this also has to
do with the collaboration process with
the artists. It’s a very open process.
Could you speak a little to that collaboration process?
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A Lampo performance by Steve Hauschildt
at the Madlener House, 2013, Chicago.

A.P.C. Paris, recent campaign.

Interview: Alisa Wolfson

pruning that and trying to figure out what to do with
ot. We also don’t want to create visual clutter at Lampo. I don’t want to make something cool just because
it’s going to be cool. There’s many opportunities to
do something that is actually going to be interesting
for the reader or help our archive round itself out. Do
something that feels different.

M Yeah, I love the way that you
think about the whole programming of
Lampo. I also wanted to ask about the
spaces. I noticed the spaces change
each time. There’s are no set space
for the performances.
A Well, we don’t have our own building. We

A Yeah, we actually sometimes work with
artists to make things for them. We′ve done that a
couple of times, and those have been really fun and
much more expressive, more in color and more in
the zeitgeist of design. Those things we actually look
at less about artifacts of an actual event to promote
something, and more about what we call “folios.” We
haven′t made one in quite awhile, but we probably
should. They are on no timeline and there′s no reason
why we make one over another. If we feel like we can
with our schedule or if there’s something provocative
about what the artist is doing that we feel that we
want to express. Those are more like a time capsule
of what happened at the event. That’s the only point
in time that we actually make something to document
an actual event and made materials to symbolize that
event. We have an archive. We have a visual archive
of photographs. We have a sound archive, and we’re

An Open Rehearsal

only have had our own, I would say, it wasn’t even our
own building. We’ve always just been using space. At
one point, for a couple of years, we actually outfitted
some space of our own. We were really concentrated
on making sure that that was ours even though it was
part of this artist’s space and he just let us use. That
was awesome. We only present performances only
nine to fifteen times a year, so just this idea that we
would have this community space to have so many
people at that we know busy people wouldn’t use
very often. When we were first starting, we presented
spaces, work like what I would consider to be like a
multipurpose community center in Ukrainian Village
in Chicago. That was super down and dirty, very low
tech, very basement kind-of feel. As we progressed,
now, weirdly enough, we possess the top floor, the
ballroom of this beautiful, architecturally significant
home in the Gold Coast, which is one of the nicest

neighborhoods in Chicago. It’s called the Madlener
House, where the Graham Foundation is housed
out of. They are a big supporter of architecture in
Chicago. We help them develop a premium destination for designers, artists, and architects to hear this
work. They are not always available because of their
programming, so we also have partnerships with
the Logan Center in Hyde Park, which is a beautiful, beautiful space. We also have work that we do
through Columbia College and we now do work
through the Stony Island Arts Bank.

M Yeah, I was going to mention
that because it almost seemed like a
deliberate decision not to have a set
space. The space for the recent performance with Sarah Davachi felt very
appropriate that it was located in the
south side of Chicago. When the performance matches up with the space, it
creates a perfect moment and experience.
A Yeah, that was a pretty special show because Sarah was supposed to come late last year, but
she had a family emergency and she couldn’t come.
We were devastated, but she was always going to be
at the Stony Island Arts Bank. She actually performed
on the Saturday that the current administration’s
travel ban went out.

M Oh…
A It was a really hard day for everybody. I
don’t know if it was for you, but Chicago, we were
out, frustrated, and showing up at that space, at that
moment, with her in that peak of art, at that location.
It was what she did. Five hundred people. James
[Goggin] was there, which was really great. It was as
if everybody there needed to be there. I couldn’t explain it or replicate it, but when you talked about that
performance, I got goose bumps. You can’t record,
you can’t make a book. It’s just impossible.

M Yeah.
A So Lampo has been really careful to not try
to fake that. I don’t need a poster that gets you into
the idea. I want the poster to be the idea.

Risograph flyers for the Fall/Winter 2016
season of Lampo with the plaid pattern.

M Yeah, I think that thinking is
also very relevant to what's going on
in history right now. It is about entering into the moment and being present. Some things cannot be captured.
A Yeah, I think so. It’s pretty earnest. Coming
out of this three, four year period where I’ve done
these plaid posters where they are fully plaid on one
side and a bright color on the other. I don’t remember why I started. I’m sort of into plaid anyways as a
person. I don’t wear it, but I just like weaving. There’s
something interesting about the minimalism of these
colors coming together. It’s sort of like hard working, traditional way we think about plaid. So, those
posters are a series where I just started doing them,
and they seemed like they just fit. I got into a different mode thinking about the relationship between
the colors that we’ve been using over the past ten or
twenty years. It’s been really fun to make them. I am
getting over the idea of doing them right now and
thinking about what the next thing might be. Sometimes somebody will perform, or they’ll make a score,
or there’s some sort of relationship between the plaid
and how it feels, but it’s not intended to do that. It
sort of says to me I’m looking out my window in my
office and I’m looking at all these buildings in Chicago. All of these windows are different. It just feels very
Chicago in a very adapt way.

M Yeah, I kind of got that same
feeling. When I saw the plaid patterns, I somehow didn't question it at
all. There was something very honest
about it and that it wasn’t trying to
do something that it wasn’t supposed
to do. It was just there, and I accepted it.
A Yeah.
M And I think a lot of times with
design, you put it out there and meaning can build over time. It doesn’t
have to mean something right at the
beginning.
A Yeah, and I credit my husband, Andy, for
having a super open mind about how I've been
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approaching all of this. Right now, we are negotiating
with each other what we should do next, and figuring
out where that fits in. I would have to say, I was really
pleased to know that somebody was interested in
talking about this because it’s really been an interesting part of my life that has been something I know
one day I will try to reflect on.

M Yeah.
A Sometimes you just have to go with your
gut. I've always thought that Lampo should never be
packaged like a “brand.” Do you know what I mean?

M Yeah, totally. I just had this
thought that the process of making
it and putting it out there is very
similar to how a lot of the artists
you collaborate with work too. They
don’t know how an audience will receive their work. A lot of it is very
experimental, but it’s coming from a
gut intuition as well. You feel the
sounds, the tones, and you just play
it and put it out there.
A Yeah, we worked with a lot of different composers, musicians, artists, and performers. Everyone
has their own way of doing things. Some folks are
super formal and they have these incredibly exquisite
scores.

An Open Rehearsal
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M Scores, yeah.

that normally would not be here and they are most
often commissioning a special piece for the Chicago
audience. It’s bespoke. I feel like in the same way you
receive visual art, or movies, or rock, you take it in
in the way you can. Sometimes, out here sometimes
I’ll hear the doorbell, and you can tell this isn’t what I
expected and after ten minutes they will get up and
leave. Most often, that doesn’t happen anymore. The
conversation around the work is always very curious,
rich, and open-minded. I think Andy and I sort have
passed through the time where, it’s not that we don’t
care what the audience thinks, but that we’re opening
a channel for people. We look at it with full hearts and
we think that the audience does and should too. If
people don’t like it, it’s just as important if people do
like it. It’s still part of the conversation. And sometimes, even I’ll be like oh you know… it’s okay.

A I tried to photograph them, and I’m sure you
are familiar with all of that.

M Yeah.
A Some people are super off the cuff, and
much more free jazz about it. I think all of it is great.
You can’t really apply visuals to that necessarily. All
of the performers are different. How weird would it
be to try to explain that with type or color? It would
just always look like a student project or something.
It just felt too loud, expressive, and wrong. It’s just so
strange how it’s evolved.

M Yeah, but I think it’s a very
deliberate decision, appropriate and
respectful of the context it lives
within.

M Yeah.
A It’s such a subjective thing. The audience is

A Yeah.
M I think this brings us to the
topic of audience. How do you relate
to your audience?
A The performances are now free due to our
lovely partners who are able to support that. The
audiences are very different than they used to be.
Maybe when Lampo first started, we would get the
diehard sound tech guys, and guys who were hacking
their own computer. It was very few women, and not
a big crowd. It started to kind of pick up, and the performers that we were able to find started to become
more popular. After the second year, it started to really gain some momentum and lots of people started
to come. But as we’ve evolved and grown, it moved
into a much more high profile space, we did get a lot
more different types of people coming. So people will
read about it and take a chance. It sounds interesting.
We’ve done audience surveys and we know that we
get a lot of designers and architects. Not as many
musicians as you would think, but the enthusiasts for
sure. I think because of how the content varies from
performance to performance, I’ve abandoned the
notion that the audience and what they feel matters
that much. I think what we’re doing is we’re opening the door and inviting somebody from Chicago

all at once very open and very forgiving, but also they
get to be critical. It’s their turn, but it’s fun. Everyone
usually hangs out after the performance and talks
about stuff. It’s been really quite lovely lately.

M Yeah, I think it’s very radical
work. I don’t know if you think about
it that way. To me, it feels very radical. And you’re right, even if they
don’t like it that at least .pushes
them to be even more critical or even
just start a dialogue about they are
experiencing.
A Yeah. It’s a strange thing because I think
visual art and entertainment, which are used to being
very critical, there’s like a code and dialogue that
has been established to explain how we feel about
that. With oral and audio, I feel like maybe in the last
three or five years things have been changing, but
the dynamic in which we are able to critique sound is
definitely different.

M Yeah.

Interview: Alisa Wolfson

A I don’t know if it’s because it’s harder to shut
your ears off than your eyes. It’s definitely a full on
sensory experience. For me, how the audience feels
is how they feel.

M Yeah, a lot of times, at least
for me, I find that sound is a more
powerful sensory-engaging medium.
Sometimes a visual thing takes a little more work to get there, but with
sound you can’t help but to feel it.
A Yeah.
M Well, I wanted to thank you for
your time and for sharing with me more
about Lampo.
A Alright Mary, good luck with class and say
hello for me.

M Yeah, I will. Thank you, bye.
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Entr’acte

An open rehearsal
and performance at the
RISD Museum

Entr’acte is an intervention, composed of an open
rehearsal and performance, that makes connections
among the visitors, art, and space in the RISD
Museum through exploring narrative soundscapes.
It considers how museum visitors act in the RISD
Museum’s space and how a designed sound space
can encourage different patterns of interaction. How
can the RISD Museum serve as a platform for visitors
to have a dialogue with the art and space? How can
the museum space create occasions for visitors to
have overlapping experiences with each other? How
can the museum challenge visitors to share, experience
or rethink knowledge?
This project began as a proposal for the RISD
Museum’s Dorner Prize, a juried competition for RISD
degree candidates to propose temporary, site-specific
projects at the Museum. As a finalist, I interviewed
with the jury to discuss and receive feedback on my
proposal. Although, I did not receive the final prize,
the Museum commissioned me to still carry out my
proposal in the space as part of their spring public
programming. Over the course of six months, I worked
closely with the Museum’s Public and Academic
Programs to further develop, produce, and execute
my vision. The project culminated into an open
rehearsal, performance, and documentation video
at the Museum. The process leading up to the actual
performance was equally as important. I learned what
it meant to work alongside and be in conversation with
an institution and to test my work with an actual public.

“Contemporary capitalism produces passive
subjects with very little agency or
empowerment.”3
Guy Debord
“If relational
then the next
what types of
for whom, and

art produces human relations,
logical question to ask is
relations are being produced,
why?”4

Claire Bishop

Tickets I designed to invite the gallery visitors to participate in Entr'acte. 2.5 × 3.75 in. These tickets were distributed the hour before
the actual open rehearsal and performance to invite guests to join me in the gallery for Entr’acte.
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3      Guy Debord, The
Society of the Spectacle
(La Société du Spectacle)
(France: Buchet-Chastel,
1967).
4      Claire Bishop,
“Antagonism and Relational
Aesthetics,” October, no.
110 (Fall 2004): 65.

Work: Entr’acte

As a frequent museum visitor, I observed that visitors
typically contemplated the art in a private moment.
Entr’acte offered an alternative experience— drawing
attention to the counterpoint of silence — to create
occasions for visitors to have overlapping experiences
with each other. Participants were encouraged to consider
and experience how sound could be used to engage
with the art through an open rehearsal and orchestrated,
live performance.
Taking into consideration the history and potential of the
salon style and the current social space of the museum, I
investigated methods for visitors to play a more active role
in the museum. Entr’acte allowed participants to have their
own chance encounters to reflect on and interact with the
art through making, seeing, and hearing the gesture of
sound. Taking on the spirit of interactive theater, Entr’acte
also gave the visitor agency to participate and contribute
to the social fabric of the museum space. Through my
research, I discovered the origin of the salon style, first cited
at the French Salon, marked a democratic turning point. In
1737, the Royal Academy of Painting and Sculpture, started
to host public exhibitions where recent graduates hung their
paintings in one room in a salon style manner. This allowed
for various social classes to gather and discuss the work
in a public setting. Art was no longer privately purchased,
but rather culturally consumed by a public audience, which
democratized art and made it more accessible.
Entr’acte was held in the RISD Museum Chace Gallery,
3rd floor that was the space for Intermission, the temporary
exhibition of 12th to late 19th century European paintings.
On the evening of the event, I had a group of people
assist me in inviting museum visitors to participate in the
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Stage set up in the gallery. Red tape was used to create an open stage that had the objects and
cards laid out in the middle. Participants were asked to choose an object with a corresponding
card. Then, the participants found their painting and engaged in an exercise to interpret the
painting through sound.

open rehearsal and performance. A total of thirteen
visitors were invited to participate. The open rehearsal
encouraged a closer reading of the paintings followed
by a sound interpretation inspired by the paintings. The
paintings served as the “sound score” to generate the
visual voice of the performance. Physical objects that
related back to the paintings were preprepared ahead of
time. Participants were asked to choose an object from
the selection with a card that contained questions about
the painting to guide the participant to find their sound
gesture. Participants were then gathered in the center of
the gallery for an open rehearsal followed by the actual
performance. I conducted the live performance keeping
the time and structure, as the performers played out their
parts and had their own chance encounters.
Special thanks to Deborah Clemons, Lake Buckley,
Angela Lorenzo, Boyang Xia, and Minryung Son for
helping make this possible.
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RISD Museum, Chace Gallery 3rd floor Intermission, a temporary exhibition of 12th to late 19th century European paintings displayed in
salon style. Following pages: Details of 1 to 1 scale of a selection of paintings.
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Rehearsal Section

William Powell Frith, The Salon d’Or, Homburg, 1871. Detail of the painting’s frame with a
color calibration chart.
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Rehearsal Section

Detail of painting plaque with the subtitle in French “Le jeu est fail— rien ne va plus,”
which translates to English “The game is close — no more bets.”
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Work: Entr’acte

The ten paintings selected as part of Entr’acte arranged in relative scale proportion.
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I provided objects in that correlated back to the selected paintings. Each object had a corresponding card that had questions to
prompt the participant to find a sound gesture for their object relating back to their painting. The front of the card had an image
of their painting with their object "screened out." Participants were asked to then find their painting in the gallery. The back
of the card had questions that guided the participant to find a sound gesture. After finding their sound gestures, participants
were gathered back in the middle of a gallery to begin an open rehearsal followed by a performance. Following pages: Objects
selected that related back to the paintings.
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Anton Raphael Mengs, Portrait of an English Gentleman,
ca. 1754.
Objects: Hardcovers books
Marinus van Reymerswaele, The Money Changers,
ca. 1540.
Objects: Bags of coins and candle stand and sticks
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Pietro Longhi, A Meal at Home, ca. 1753.
Objects: Glass bottles
Joseph Paelinck, Frederica Wilhelmina, Queen of the
Netherlands, 1817.
Objects: A pair of gloves and handheld fan
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Matthias Stomer, Christ at the Column, ca. 1635.
Object: Rope
Giuseppe Cesari, Perseus and Andromeda, ca. 1592.
Object: Coil chain
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William Powell Frith, The Salon d’Or,
Homburg, 1871.
Objects: Engraved plaque and deck of cards
Pompeo Girolamo Batoni, Time Revealing Truth,
ca. 1740-1745.
Object: Hourglass
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Spanish, Crucifixion, ca. 1490.
Object: Gold horseshoe
Jacob Adriaensz. Bellevois, Harbor Scene,
ca. 1653.
Object: Red flag
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Rehearsal Section

Staged photo of all the objects that related back to the selected paintings.
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I collaborated with RISD students Colter Fellows, Nevin Dunn, and John Shen to video document the open rehearsal and performance.
I later edited the footage. Although the duration of Entr’acte was 30 minutes (rehearsal 25 min, performance 5 min), I wanted to
challenge myself with editing the footage to approximately 1 minute. Knowing the context would be on the RISD Museum’s website,
I treated the video as an opportunity to communicate the concept and live interaction through a progression of footage that
alternated between the rehearsal and performance, the relationship between the art and participant, and the relationships among the
participants, conductor, and gallery visitors. I used the audio recording of the performance that resulted in a series of varying beats to
dictate the rhythm and speed of how the footage was cut and composed. The video can be viewed at www.risdmuseum.org/manual.

Detail of objects that were selected based on the objects that related to the paintings. Scale is 1 to 1.
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00:01 [Sound of gallery visitor voices]

00:11:12 [Participant says, “Entr’acte"]

00:13:22 [Performance sound begins]

00:14:23

00:14:24

00:15:09

00:16:19

00:17:19

One of the objects I chose was a gold plaque on the painting The Salon d’Or, Homburg, which had the subtitle in French “Le jeu est
fail— rien ne va plus,” which translates to English “The game is close — no more bets.” The salon was about to lose its lease, so William
Powell Frith commissioned this painting to capture the salon’s architectural detail, authenticity in the mix of social classes, and the
expression on the gamblers’ faces. ›› Pgs. 224, 236 and still at 00:27:07 I recreated the plaque and had both the French and English
subtitles on it. Two of the participants happened to be visiting from France. As an improvisational move, I asked one of them at the
start of the performance to say “Entr’acte” (with a better pronunciation than I can attempt) and during the performance to read the
painting’s subtitle in French as their sound gesture. ›› Stills at 00:11:12 and 00:26:04
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00:18:17

00:20:26 [Horseshoe enters with a beat]

00:22:28

00:24:02

00:25:03

00:26:04

00:27:07

00:29:09

00:31:15

00:33:18

00:35:12

00:36:11

00:37:14

00:39:18

00:41:22

00:43:28
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00:45:29

00:47:28

00:48:22

00:50:05

00:50:28 [Participant waves a flag]

00:52:01 [Conductor signals for louder dynamics]

00:54:04 [Bag of coins shaken]

00:55:29 [Cards flipped and book opened and closed]

00:57:10 [Candlesticks]

00:58:10 [Coil chain swung]

01:01:29

01:02:03

01:03:25

01:06:24

01:07:23

01:09:00
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01:10:06 [Participants and conductor perform after the open rehearsal]
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Tangible Sound
at 45 RPM

A flexi disc
sound sample

Work
Flexi disc of a 10-second sound sample of the studio. Laser cut, 7 × 7 in. As you interact and touch it, you are modifying the
sound — physically making a mark on the grooves. Touch is the key. Sound is translated through touch.

In my work, I naturally think about sound as an
acoustic and visual experience, but often times
I forget the tangible quality of sound and how it’s
emitted through physical forms and devices.
A flexi disc (also known as a phonosheet,
Sonosheet or Soundsheet) is a phonograph
record made of a thin, flexible vinyl sheet with
spiral grooves, and is designed to be playable
on a phonograph turntable. Here, I recorded
a 10-second sound sample of the graphic
design studio and converted the music file to
waves in the groove that are analogous to the
shape of sound waves. Each mark you make
while touching the flexi disc changes its sound
quality and composition when played back on a
turntable. Sound becomes a tangible experience.
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Detail of the flexi disc zoomed in at 500% displaying the inscribed, modulated spiral grooves. Each mark made by someone
changes the sound.
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253

Testing the flexi disc at Light In The Attic Records’ shop in Seattle, WA.

Fermata

A music group at
Brown University

Work

A sketch for the graphic identity for Fermata. In music composition, a “fermata” (also known as a hold or pause) is a mark placed over
a note, chord or rest that is to be lengthened for a duration longer than the indicated time value. I used type to express this idea of
"to hold" or prolong by extending the letter "a" at the end of the word as a playful and flexible graphic gesture.
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During my last semester at RISD, I thought it would be a
good opportunity for me to actually collaborate with a
music group. I contacted a music group "Fermata" at Brown
University in hopes to design a poster for one of their
concerts. Fermata is a student music group that works to
connect student composers with student musicians to test,
play, and perform their compositions for the public. After
meeting their board and learning more about their work,
the conversation extended beyond my role of designing a
concert poster. Through our conversations, I discovered
that this was their 5-yr anniversary, which I thought was
the perfect moment to celebrate their work and vision
for music composition and performance. Working with
Fermata was a way for me to explore my interest in music
and performance and to think about the role of graphic
design in this context.
During my bi-weekly meetings with the Fermata board,
I shared proposals with them that covered a range of
topics from the identity design, concert programme and
programme notes to the role of a score in the process
of composition, rehearsals, and the final performance.
My background allowed me to extend the conversation
through both a music and design perspective. Some of the
questions I asked with them were: If a concert is already
a form of exhibition, rather than just presenting the final
performance, how can we create a space that exposes
the process? How can we treat the concert programme as
something that can live beyond the concert and function
as something that can be shared and circulated? How can
the concert programme reflect the event for someone who
did not attend? What happens before, during, and after a
score is composed?
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Fermata board meetings were held at Brown University’s Orwig Music Library. The library houses the general music collection on
campus including music books and scores. The collection supports the curriculum of the Music Department and provides material
for general use by Brown University students and the community.
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Below and next pages: Call for proposal for the Fermata 5-Yr Anniversary Concert. The first thing I designed for Fermata
were these call for proposal flyers. My goal was to design a set of fun, energetic, and playful flyers that would encourage
students to submit their compositions for the concert.
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I designed a set of four small (4.25 � 5 in.) and four large (8.5 � 5 in.) call for proposal flyers. The student music group was
limited with resources and budget. They did however, have access to free colored paper supply and colored printing, so I
design the flyers based on these parameters. The final design used 4 pop colors that could be printed on any pastel colored
paper. The pastel papers reference back to the music books and scores that typically have soft pastel covers with a bright
colored type printed on top.
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The smaller call for proposals flyers were bounded with plastic comb binding. The binding technique became a scoring
gesture that served as an instruction for someone to tear off a sheet. Next page: Lobby of Brown University's Grant Hall.
This is where the Fermata's Five-Yr Anniversary Concert was held. I used the entrance as the space to display the concert
programmes I designed. The type from the programmes was also made into a large vinyl for the wall to mark the space in
the lobby entrance.
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Fifteen compositions were selected from the call for proposals to be performed at the concert. For the concert programmes,
I wanted a way to expose the composition and the composer's process. I asked each composer to submit some writing or
thoughts on their piece and what inspired them to write their composition. I used this writing as part of the programme notes.
I also asked the founder of Fermata, Sami Overby, to write a reflection on Fermata to help mark their 5-yr anniversary. As a way
to help activate the concert experience beyond just listening and watching the performance, I designed small booklet that
contained mini scores with the first 2 pages of each composer's piece to give the audience a preview of each piece. For me,
this was one way to literally expose a score and to give the audience access to the process behind the final performance.
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To make the scores more accessible, a 150-page book of full scores were available for download for those who were interested
in studying or referencing them.
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Work: Fermata
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The concert programmes and music score booklets I designed were displayed on music stands in the lobby of the concert hall for the
Fermata Five-Yr Anniversary Concert. Graphic design meets music. Music meets graphic design.
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Image Sources

Image use is for educational purposes
only. Unless otherwise noted, all images
were reproduced without permission.
If there are objections to the use of any
images, they will be removed from
further editions.
14
Sergei Rachmaninoff, Catalog Card of
Piano Concerto No. 2, Op. 18 in C Minor
Photo: Mary Yang at the Central Library
Branch of Seattle Public Library, Seattle,
Washington.
19
Hannah Chan-Hartley and Gareth Fowler,
Toronto Symphony Orchestra Listening
Guide for Jean Sibelius’s Symphony No. 7
in C Major. Op. 105. 2015.
https://www.classicalnext.com/net/
toronto_symphony_1/hannah_chan_
hartley/image/55187
20
MCA Chicago, MCA Artist Residency:
Eighth Blackbird
https://www.eighthblackbird.org/projects/
mcaresidency/#jp-carousel-38616
59
Hannah Chan-Hartley and Gareth Fowler,
Toronto Symphony Orchestra Listening
Guide for Pytor Ilyish Tchaikovsky’s
Symphony No. 5 in E Minor, Op. 64 (first
movement). 2016.
63
Ulfert Wilke, Joseph Kerman’s textbook
Listen. 1972.
64
Bond, Helsinki Philharmonic Orchestra
Identity Design.
http://www.underconsideration.com/
brandnew/archives/new_logo_and_
identity_for_helsinki_philharmonic_
orchestra_by_bond.php
108
Sim Chi Yin
http://projects.aljazeera.com/2015/01/
underground-beijing
138
Heinrich Schenkey, F. Chopin, Etude in
c-Moll, Op. 10, Nr. 12 Detail
http://www.mdw.ac.at/schenkerlehrgang/
schenker_publikationen.html
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141
George Crumb, Makrokosmos I, 1972
http://www.houstonpress.com/music/
george-crumb-a-gallery-of-bizarre-andbeautiful-scores-6492040
145
Peter Mendelsund
http://covers.petermendelsund.com
146
Peter Mendelsund, Cover for Ian
Bostridge’s Schubert’s Winter Journey:
Anatomy of an Obsession.
147
Peter Mendelsund, Design Bureau
Magazine, 2011
190
Providence Monthly, 2017
191
Village Voice, 2017
201
Lampo, Various Posters
http://badatsports.com/2013/readinglampo-an-interview-with-andrew-fencheland-alisa-wolfson
202
Yves Klein, IKB 79, 1959
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/kleinikb-79-t01513
203
Franz Kline, Painting, 1952
http://www.artic.edu/aic/collections/
artwork/102581?search_no=1&index=1
204
A.P.C. Paris Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/apc_paris
205
Graham Foundation, 2013
http://www.grahamfoundation.org/
grantees/5372-lampo-2015-concertseries-at-the-graham-foundation
206
Matt David, Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/
perfectlyacceptable
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“Listen to the sound of the earth turning.” Yoko Ono, Earth Piece, 1963.

By existing, you are sound.
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